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In many countries, the electricity distribution companies are facing the challenge of how to develop the networks effectively and respond to the future needs of societies. Changes in the electricity end use, aging network assets, integration of distributed energy resources, and renewable
energy together with the increasing dependence on electricity supply are topical issues. From
societies’ point of view, an important question is: What are the socio-economically feasible approaches and solutions that enable the transformation towards a more flexible energy system?
One recognized technological alternative for the latter part of the electricity distribution is the
application of power electronics and direct current. In this work, the main emphasis is on the
public electricity distribution, especially in rural areas.
Low voltage direct current (LVDC) distribution can be used in various application targets having different properties. Its feasibility is highly dependent on the operating environment and
its special characteristics including regulation, business environment, energy policy, technical
and safety perspectives, existing installations, cost structures, and national and even regional
development needs. Concurrently, there are many properties within the LVDC distribution that
can be selected and designed in multiple ways. Such are for instance voltage levels, earthing
system, converter characteristics, network structures and topologies, and location of converters.
The overall feasibility of LVDC is dependent on the selection of suitable system properties for
a particular operating environment. For now, as LVDC is a novel solution in public electricity
distribution, it is challenging for the distribution system operators to estimate the potential and
feasibility of the LVDC as there are no practices of how the LVDC networks and systems could
and should be designed.
In this work, a process was developed to support the strategic decision-making and assessment
of the role of LVDC in the long-term network development. The work provides answers to
the two principal questions of how to determine the potential LVDC targets and which kinds
of technical solutions are suitable and advantageous, depending on the characteristics of the
operating environment. To be able to answer these questions, the value and impact of various
factors have to be understood. These include aspects ranging from the operating environment
to the LVDC network itself and technical specifications in the system design. In the work,
theoretical analyses, practical experiences, and case examples of different explanatory environments were used. The contributions can be used in assessing the viability of LVDC in different
environments.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Motivation and background

The electricity distribution sector along with the whole energy system is facing major changes
and development needs in many countries. Environmental issues, efficient use of energy, and
tightening security of supply requirements call for actions, adoption of new practices, coordination, cooperation, and policy actions (International Energy Agency, 2013). Concurrently, many
countries have ambitious objectives for supply security, an increasing share of renewable energy
sources (RES), access to electricity, and decarbonizing of the transport sector. There are actions
to promote more active customer participation in the markets and support the system operation
(Directive (EU) 2019/944). Electricity end users are becoming more active through automation and controllable resources, and are more conscious of pricing and their use of electricity
(Lobaccaro et al., 2016). The increasing share of distributed generation (DG) has already shown
that changes can happen rapidly. Microgeneration and advancements in storing of electricity
locally are obviously major changes compared with the present situation. Moreover, the existing loads and load profiles are changing (Tuunanen, 2015). There are changes both in the loads
and the way how they are used: Price-dependent behavior is increasing through automation and
people’s activity, heating loads are changing (owing to heat pumps and cooling), the share of
electric vehicles (EV) is increasing simultaneously with changes in other socio-demographic
factors, such as household sizes and habits, and urbanization (Hayn et al., 2014), (Tuunanen,
2015). In addition to the existing consumers, people’s access to electricity is increasing especially in Africa and India, changing their habits and living conditions. In general, societies
are becoming more dependent on electricity, which is also recognized to play a crucial role in
reducing the CO2 emissions (International Energy Agency, 2017). Although there are uncertainties and different possible scenarios of how the future will turn out to be, there is a common
understanding that electrification and dependence on electricity will continue to increase (World
Energy Council, 2013), (International Energy Agency, 2017), (European Commission, 2016).
The electricity distribution business is long-term and capital-intensive by nature and spans over
decades. It is management and development of the core infrastructure of societies, affecting
the everyday life of people. Considering network development, there is a need for a horizon
and targets of activities. Taking into account the changes, it is, however, very challenging to
forecast the needs of societies in the future, for instance a few decades ahead. What kinds of
load flows will there be during the operating time of the network and a particular network investment? What is the role of microgrids (µG) and energy communities? What is the role of
distribution system operators (DSOs) and electricity end users in the future? Compared with
the traditional, unidirectional power flows from the centralized power plants towards somewhat predictable consumption, the situation is gradually changing. In order to ensure that the
electricity system will operate effectively and securely, the increasing variability necessitates
flexibility and controllability in the power system. This calls for information exchange services
and controllable units in the system, which, in turn, require service and business models as well
as providers of these services. Many of the addressed changes are related to customers and
distribution networks (Directive (EU) 2019/944). It can thus be considered that the role of the
LV distribution networks increases significantly in the future compared with the situation today.
In (Leão et al., 2011) it is emphasized that both technical and political actions are needed in the
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transition. The transition challenges the present practices and norms, which both calls for and
creates opportunities for novel approaches. Such is for instance the use of direct current (DC)
in electricity distribution, which is the topic of this work.
Examples of established DC applications include high voltage transmission, point-to-point DC
links, traction, marine, aircraft, telecommunication, and data center applications, and various
hand-held appliances (IEC, 2017), (ABB, 2017). In addition to the industrial use, the role of
electronics has increased in end user networks. In a typical modern household there are few
appliances that are not fed with some sort of a conversion unit. The majority of DG requires
a converter and uses (produces) DC internally. Related to the changes and challenges in the
network operation, energy storages can take a crucial role to provide the required flexibility
(European Commission, 2013), (International Energy Agency, 2014b). Many of the storages
use DC and/or connect to the network by a converter. DC is also widely used in electrification
targets (Justo et al., 2013). There seems to be an inevitable increasing trend in DC applications; photovoltaic (PV) and light emitting diode (LED) lighting are examples of recent rapid
deployment to everyday consumer use. DC is thus widely used, but not in public electricity
distribution. The development trends of modern semiconductor prices and performance are favorable for the utilization of electronics (Eden and Liao, 2016), (Casady and Palmour, 2014).
This has given incentives to the assessment of DC distribution in a techno-economic sense also
in this field of industry.
An LVDC distribution system can be used to replace the low voltage alternating current (AC)
network and partially also the medium voltage (MV) lines with a rectifier, DC mains, and
inverters (Salonen et al., 2008a), (Nuutinen et al., 2014c), (Kaipia et al., 2006). Figure 1.1
illustrates the idea of the LVDC distribution.

Communication

Communication

PV

PV

MV/LV

LVAC

DC/AC

DC/AC

LVAC
PV

MV/LV
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C
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LVDC

MVAC
PV

DC/AC

DC/A
C

DC/A
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MV/LV
DC/D
C
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Figure 1.1: Example of LVDC replacing AC distribution.
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Studies have shown that it is possible to obtain economic benefits by LVDC over the lifetime of
the network, if applied to suitable target areas (Karppanen et al., 2017), (Hur and Baldick, 2014),
(Zavalani et al., 2010). Owing to the inherent measurements that are needed to control the
converters, together with the integration of information and communication technology (ICT),
LVDC becomes an attractive solution to provide the required flexibility for the distribution
in the coming years (Pinomaa et al., 2015), (Narayanan et al., 2014). The converters enable
improvement of the voltage quality, controllability of the power flows, and increased penetration
of DG (Nuutinen et al., 2013), (Dragicevic et al., 2014), (Moreno and Mojica-Nava, 2014). DC
is also often used in electrification targets as it is a straightforward (although not the only)
choice for µGs with DC sources and loads (Justo et al., 2013), (Kumar et al., 2017).
The interest in LVDC distribution has been increasing especially in the past few years. There
are research and pilot installations (Kim et al., 2017), (Nuutinen et al., 2017b), (Dı́az et al.,
2015), ongoing standardization work (IEC, 2017), (VDE, 2018), commercial activities, and
R&D associated with the LVDC distribution (Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, 2016), (Ensto,
2018), (IEC, 2017). Various companies are thus involved in investigating the opportunities of
LVDC. In 2017, it was estimated that LVDC has reached the level 5 on average on the generally
known technology readiness level (TRL) scale, but there was significant variation in responses
(IEC, 2017). LVDC is not yet widely available and straightforwardly applicable in a commercial
sense in public electricity distribution. It is a fact that from the perspective of public distribution,
there are no practices for the utilization of LVDC. How could a single DSO make analyses or
decisions on the role of DC in the distribution business? Thus, there are incentives for such
studies.
The emphasis of the previous LVDC-related research has mainly been on distinct topics, such
as power electronics (Mattsson, 2018), (Nuutinen, 2015), (Rekola, 2015), (Roscoe et al., 2015),
communication (Pinomaa, 2013), protection (Emhemed and Burt, 2014), (Wang et al., 2017),
control & management (Ellert et al., 2017), (Lana et al., 2015), (Dragičević et al., 2014),
(Peyghami et al., 2018), and implementation of research setups or pilots in real environments
(Kim et al., 2017), (Nuutinen et al., 2014c). The majority of the studies have concentrated
on improving the performance or solving technical issues, whereas economic studies such as
(Smith et al., 2016) and (Hur and Baldick, 2014) are in a minority. Only a few publications,
for instance (Kaipia et al., 2013) and (Kumar et al., 2017), have highlighted the importance
of system-level thinking, discussing the multiple alternatives in design choices or the need for
standardization. In this work, the emphasis is on the DSO’s point on view. For the DSOs it is
necessary to be able to evaluate the possible technical solutions that give an edge in the business
sense.
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1.2

Objective of the work

The main objective of the work is to facilitate the strategic decision-making considering the use
of LVDC technology in electricity distribution. The hypothesis is that by acknowledging the
characteristics of the operating environment and properties of the LVDC distribution concept, a
framework can be developed to answer the two research questions:
1) In which cases is LVDC a viable solution for electricity distribution?
2) How can applicable technical structures be determined?
To be able to answer the two research questions, the following tasks were formulated:
• Identification of the key factors affecting the potential of LVDC within the operating
environment. Such are for instance the cost levels, business models, technical regulations,
present and expected challenges, development objectives, and existing network structures.
• Identification of the key factors affecting the potential within the LVDC concept. These
include for instance the cost of converters, network structures, voltage levels, power quality & availability, and electrical safety.
• Determination of the key factors affecting the applicable technical solutions. Examples
of these factors are regulations, environmental conditions, electrical safety and earthing,
network structures, and customer behavior.
• Determination of the mutual correlation of the identified key factors.
The first research question relates particularly to strategic decision-making, that is, whether
LVDC is among the technical solutions being applied, in what kinds of targets it can be used,
and how it would contribute to the operation and network development in the long term. The
second question is related to the specifics of the LVDC system itself and consideration of the
possible network structure alternatives. These two questions are interconnected as the selection
of the structures also affects the feasibility of the LVDC within a DSO’s operating area and
business environment. Concurrently, the operating environment itself sets boundaries to the
applicable and feasible system structure alternatives. Considering the challenges faced by the
DSOs today, there are definitely issues that are common to many DSOs. However, the operating environments still differ greatly for instance in terms of existing structures, regulations,
development objectives, and business models. Therefore, one of the objectives of the work is to
address the differences in the operating environments and analyze their effect on the potential
and applicability. In the work, the different relevant factors are discussed and their importance
is explained through the examples.
The process is demonstrated by case examples from different operating environments, which
have been selected on the basis of their different characteristics. The main focus of the dissertation is on public electricity distribution, where LVDC replaces parts of AC distribution
networks, especially in sparsely populated areas.

1.3 Outline of the work

1.3
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Outline of the work

This doctoral dissertation consists of seven chapters and is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 introduces the topic by explaining the motivation for the work and the objective and
outline of the work. In addition, scientific contributions and research activities related to the
topic of the dissertation are outlined.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the LVDC distribution and discusses the drivers for the use of
DC in low voltage electricity distribution. In addition to public electricity distribution, which is
in the focus of this work, other already established LVDC applications are discussed in brief.
Chapter 3 outlines differences in the DSOs’ operating environments. The chapter presents
challenges that are currently faced by DSOs and discusses the future prospects from the perspective of agreed objectives, development trends, and challenges. The chapter describes the
differences in the operating environments from the DSOs’ point of view, including business
aspects, regulations, and existing infrastructures. Overall, the chapter explains the special characteristics of different application areas that have an effect on the application potential of LVDC.
Chapter 4 approaches the application of LVDC from a more technical and practical perspective.
Basic LVDC network alternatives and their main properties are presented in order to introduce
the opportunities and limitations of the LVDC distribution. The chapter analyzes the requirements coming from the operating environment including functional, safety, and compatibility
boundaries, and their effects on the design and economics. The chapter gives an insight into the
selection of system structures among the possible alternatives and highlights both the challenges
and advantages that the use of LVDC entails. The chapter also provides an input to Chapter 5
as the potential of LVDC is dependent on the selection of the system structures.
Chapter 5 describes the process of assessing the feasibility of LVDC as part of long-term
network development. The chapter begins by highlighting the need for coordination between
the network development and systems engineering in the application of LVDC. Questions on
how to find the targets and evaluate the role of LVDC in the network development and its
impacts on the operation are addressed in the chapter.
Chapter 6 utilizes the knowledge of Chapters 3, 4, and 5 in selected case examples of different
areas to demonstrate the process of finding the potential targets and achieving an answer to the
question of whether LVDC could be among the technologies to be used.
Chapter 7 concludes the doctoral dissertation by presenting the main results of the work, discusses the applicability and limitations of the results, and considers further research needs.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the structure of the work and the role of the different chapters.
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1.4

Scientific contribution

The key contributions of the work can be listed as follows:
• Identification of the key factors within the business environment and their effects on the
applicability and potential of LVDC
• Identification of the key factors and their impact within the LVDC concept, affecting the
applicability and potential of LVDC
• Analysis of technical alternatives and their impacts on the potential of LVDC
• Guidelines for recognizing the possible use cases for LVDC in electricity distribution
• Utilization of a system-level approach and systems engineering in the process of determining the technical solutions and opportunities of LVDC in the network development.
The strategic process aims at answering the question of whether LVDC will be among the
technologies to be used. With the listed contributions, DSOs can evaluate what the key factors
within a particular distribution environment are that affect the potential of LVDC, what kinds
of technical solutions could be used, and what benefits LVDC could bring to the operation and
network development in the long term and in an economic sense.
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2 LVDC distribution overview
In this chapter, the LVDC distribution is introduced in brief. The main drivers for the use of
LVDC in the electricity distribution are explained to give an overview of its capabilities and the
rationale behind the solution. LVDC itself refers only to the voltage range, and there are other
applications and cases where it is or could be used. They are discussed in brief at the end of the
chapter. The technical specifications are discussed further in Chapter 4.

2.1

LVDC electricity distribution system

In public electricity distribution, LVDC network replaces part of the existing AC network by a
rectifier, a DC network, and inverter(s). An LVDC network can also be used to replace part of
the feeding MV line because of the increased transmission capacity in the LV network (Salonen
et al., 2008a), (Nuutinen et al., 2014c), (Kaipia et al., 2006). The transmission capacity is
one of the main advantages of the LVDC distribution system and an enabler for the economic
advantage over AC distribution. Depending on the case, an LVDC network can replace the
whole existing LVAC network or some parts of it can be left as they are, which is discussed
further in Chapter 4. A DC connection could also be provided for the loads if such a need arose
among the customers. An overview of the LVDC distribution system, including also generation
and energy storage, can be seen in Figure 2.1.

SCADA/DMS
Communication

PV
DC/DC

AC/DC

PV
DC/AC

DC/AC

+DC
M
-DC

MV

PV
DC/DC

BESS

DC/AC

DC/AC

Figure 2.1: Overview of the LVDC system. In this example the DC network consists of two voltage
levels (+DC and -DC) and a middle conductor (M).

There can be DG and energy storages (ES) both in the LVDC network and customer networks.
By energy storages, the LVDC network can also be operated in the island mode, and bidirec-
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tional power flow across the rectifying substation is possible. Naturally, the whole system has
to be designed for island operation and bidirectional power transmission. LVDC networks can
also be designed to be solely island operated. Local resources also enable formation of microgrids. Use cases are discussed further in Section 2.3. In the example presented in Figure 2.1, the
system includes communication between the inverters and the rectifying substation as well as to
external systems. One of the design questions is what kind of communication network, if any,
is needed. In addition to internal communication, there are incentives to apply the achievable
data for some other purposes, described as an external connection to the LVDC system. Such
options include for instance monitoring and control purposes, which can be considered to be
essential functionalities of the future power systems.

2.2

Drivers for the use of LVDC in electricity distribution

If any new and rival technology is considered, the first question is: what are its advantages? In
the distribution business case, an important question is: how much more cost-effective is it?
One primary driver for the use of LVDC is its cost effectiveness (Karppanen et al., 2017). This
is an important aspect because converters are an indisputable part of the LVDC distribution,
and in that field of industry (power electronics), technical advancements are highly appreciated,
yet they may have an adverse effect on lifetime costs in electricity distribution unless designed
especially from the perspective of LVDC application (Mattsson, 2018). From the viewpoint
of electricity distribution, economics plays a crucial role. The key enabler for the whole idea
of utilizing DC in distribution is the use of low voltage components, which reduces the costs
of the network and increases the transmission capacity in the LV network compared with AC
distribution. Cost reduction comes through the opportunity to use LV components instead of
the MV network, and the transmission capacity in the LVDC network is multiple times the
LVAC capacity as depicted later in Figure 4.3. On the other hand, converters represent a new
cost component, which also generates losses. Furthermore, converters are more sensitive and
complex than traditional distribution components. The question is how much lower the total
costs are with LVDC during the utilization time. The studies such as (Karppanen et al., 2017),
(Hur and Baldick, 2014), and (Zavalani et al., 2010) have shown that if only the costs are
compared, LVDC truly has potential targets in utility distribution. LVDC is still not suitable in
a techno-economic sense for completely replacing the LVAC distribution. It is worth noticing,
however, that the future prospects are also favorable for the LVDC in terms of price and
performance development (Eden and Liao, 2016), (Casady and Palmour, 2014). An example of
renewing the existing network by LVDC is given in Figure 2.2, and a comparison of life cycle
costs in Figure 2.3. These examples are discussed in more detail in (Karppanen et al., 2017).
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Figure 2.2: Converting existing AC distribution (above) into LVDC (below). The case included three
secodary substations and 12 customers. The total LVDC network length was 7.8 km, which could have
been shortened in the LVDC case, but in this particular study the topology and line routes were left as
they are. Adapted from: (Karppanen et al., 2017).
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Figure 2.3: Cost comparison between LVDC and AC distribution. Adapted from: (Karppanen et al.,
2017).

Another primary advantage of LVDC is the improved quality and security of supply. The inverter regulates the voltages near the consumption. This isolates the customers from voltage
quality issues occurring in the feeding network within the limits of allowed voltage fluctuation
in the DC network. It is also possible to avoid interruptions, depending on the amount of energy
storage in the LVDC network (Lana et al., 2011). Auto-reclosings or even prolonged outages
can be avoided by having a sufficient amount of energy in the system. Longer interruptions
than HSARs can be overcome for instance by having batteries or other energy sources, such as
supercapacitors in the system. The exact need is dependent on the case network and power demand within the system. Sizing of the energy storage can be formulated as an optimization task
depending for instance on how interruptions affect the operation and revenue of the DSO. Naturally, there are other functions and market actors that could also use the distributed storages.
With local generation and storage capacity, the system is capable of managing even prolonged
times in autonomous operation regardless of the lacking feeding network. LVDC thus improves
the quality of supply naturally in normal operation and provides an opportunity to avoid outages
with a platform that constitutes a network part capable of autonomous operation. The LVDC
system also forms a distinct protection area so that faults occurring within the LVDC network
do not cause an interruption in the feeding network, reducing the number of affected customers
and outage costs (Kaipia et al., 2009).
The LVDC system also provides benefits in implementing local generation or energy storages,
especially when providing communication that can be used for control and monitoring purposes. For the resources in the customer network, the customer-end inverter (CEI) can be used
to provide two-way power transmission capabilities and a logical interface for instance for market purposes. For the resources in the DC network, one of the advantages is the option to
connect Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) directly to the DC link (Lana et al., 2015a).
Connection of PV and BESS to DC with a converter can also provide benefits in terms of in-
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terface converter design and efficiency compared with connection to an AC network. These
resources can be effectively used within the LVDC network, and the LVDC network can also
provide these resources for other needs and market actors. There are publications on how this
could be achieved; for instance (Lana et al., 2017), (Pinomaa et al., 2015), and (Ellert et al.,
2017). Nevertheless, there still is room for conceptualizing and finding the ways of how these
resources can be implemented effectively also in a commercial sense.
The possibilities of utilizing the measurements and communication provide new opportunities for different purposes. Currently, systematic monitoring of the LV network is often quite
limited. Some information can be obtained from (AMR) measurements where implemented;
however, compared with AMR, converter measurements are superior in this respect. Converters
monitor the status in real time and measure for instance currents, voltages and often also other
key parameters, such as temperatures for controlled and safe operation. This ensures constant
voltage quality and enables monitoring of the system state. In addition, in fault situations, measurements provide very high-resolution data that can be used to interpret what happened and
how the fault could be repaired. This offers opportunities to achieve enhanced efficiency in the
fault repair, and in that way, a reduction in operational costs.
The communication and control capabilities also make the LVDC systems capable of acting
in various markets. The resources in the system can be used optimally so that they are shared
within the network or offered to other market players. This also means supporting of the power
system. Another example of the system support is reactive power compensation to the MV
network, which can be provided within the limits of the rectifiers. This is becoming a more and
more topical challenge as a result of increased cabling. Considering the utilization of resources,
valid questions are who will own them and how they are operated in practice; however, these
are not only LVDC-related issues. The concept, however, has many advantages for the technical
implementation.
In microgrids, the use of LVDC removes the need for synchronization, but on the other hand,
managing of the power flows has to be handled differently, examples of which are discussed
for instance in (Ito et al., 2004), (Li et al., 2014), and (Li et al., 2017). The communications
can be used for protection purposes, which has been identified as one of the main concerns
in microgrids (Prasai et al., 2010), (Memon and Kauhaniemi, 2015). At the same time, the
requirements for instance for selectivity may be less crucial in the electrification case compared
with a network where there are household installations that are already divided between multiple
protection devices to provide selectivity.
As the majority of the consumer electronics are already using DC internally, it could be feasible
to supply DC directly to these devices (Glasgo et al., 2016), (Paajanen et al., 2009). This
represents a major change and cannot be achieved rapidly. However, LVDC systems could also
be designed to supply DC loads if such a need should emerge. In application targets without
an AC infrastructure and device base, such as in electrification by microgrids, it is feasible to
consider the use of DC directly (Justo et al., 2013) and supply AC only to the consumption
where it is needed, such as to rotating pump loads and the like. In the case of DC loads (or both
AC and DC loads), it is also a question of how many different voltage levels and conversions are
needed and how they affect the inverter costs. Other possible cases are commercial buildings,
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in which the use of DC for dedicated loads is considered preferable from the very beginning.
An example of a household fed from the LVDC network and having primarily DC loads is
illustrated in Figure 2.4 (Rodriguez-Diaz et al., 2016).

Figure 2.4: Example of DC loads in a household (Rodriguez-Diaz et al., 2016) ©2016 IEEE.

It can be concluded that there are many drivers for the use of LVDC in electricity distribution,
but for the time being, the practical implementations are not straightforward. The advantages
have not been widely assessed and the active LVDC actors (e.g. standardization organizations
and companies with related R&D) are investigating the practices. However, the development
seems to be favorable from the LVDC perspective in terms of technological advancements, price
trends, and needs emerging in the distribution environment.

2.3 Use cases for LVDC distribution
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Rural electricity distribution is one of the most potential new use cases for LVDC. This is
due to the fact that by LVDC, the increased transmission capacity can be used to replace and
avoid building of MV lines. Another solution for this is the 1 kVAC distribution (Lohjala et al.,
2005), which has the same incentive but with a more traditional approach. In the case of LVDC
there are numerous other benefits that can be obtained. A typical use case of an economically
profitable rural LVDC system is a solution replacing the whole MV branch or part of its tail by
LVDC, in other words, the rectifying substation, the LVDC network, and inverters. An example
of rural LVDC distribution is given in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Example of rural LVDC distribution (Partanen et al., 2010).

The transmission capacity can also be used to increase the current-carrying capacity of the
cables in urban areas (Sciano et al., 2016). Studies such as (Antoniou et al., 2015) and
(Larruskain et al., 2011) have been conducted to evaluate the option of using the existing
cables with DC to improve the capacity and avoid the expenses caused by renovation and
reinforcement. One incentive, especially in metropolitan areas, is the cost of reinforcing that
can be avoided by LVDC or MVDC. Certain critical sections of the network can for instance
be converted into point-to-point DC links, an example of which is discussed in (Sciano et al.,
2016). DC distribution in urban areas can also be used in cases where the space is limited
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and expensive. Such cases are for instance buildings where LVDC can reduce the number of
substations or prevent the need for reinforcement by new substations. In general, especially in
urban areas, it is advantageous if the need for installation work can be avoided by maximizing
the use of the existing capacity. In addition, parts of the loads in nonresidential buildings could
be supplied with DC as can be seen in an urban area example in Figure 2.6 (Rodriguez-Diaz
et al., 2016).

Figure 2.6: Example of urban LVDC distribution (Rodriguez-Diaz et al., 2016) ©2016 IEEE.

An LVDC system can also be a solution to electrification by providing a cost-effective way for
grid expansion or by establishing microgrids. In the grid expansion case, the farther-located
community can be fed by an LVDC link from the MV feed line, thereby removing the
need to build long MV lines, which, however, may be lightly loaded most of the time. In a
green field environment, access to electricity can be designed to be primarily based on local
resources, constituting energy communities or ”swarms.” There is an option to interconnect
these microgrid cells to a larger grid at some point in the future to enable more efficient use
of resources for a larger group of people, thereby ensuring improved redundancy and supply
availability (Kumar et al., 2017), (Dragičević et al., 2016), (VDE, 2018). These systems
can be designed to achieve for instance inexpensive access to electricity, supply to crucial
or prioritized loads, improved safety, a higher standard of living, and convenience, which
is considered significant for communities living outside public distribution. An example of
remote-area LVDC distribution and microgrids is given in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Example of DC microgrids without connection to a public network.

Public lighting, especially street lighting, is one of the LVDC applications that has potential
benefits (Hulsebosch et al., 2014) (Suzdalenko and Galkin, 2012) (Smith et al., 2016). The
main driver also in this application is the transmission capacity and reinforcement investments
that can be avoided. In addition, along with penetration of light-emitting diode (LED) lighting,
there are advantages in the LED driver design that can be achieved if the LEDs are fed from
a DC source (Jhunjhunwala et al., 2016). Public lighting includes application areas such as
street lights, offices, hallways, shops, and parking halls. The implementation and demand differ
between these application targets, but the incentives and benefits are similar. For instance in the
Netherlands, DC lighting is used both in streets and greenhouses in multiple targets (Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2015).
One distinct field of application is marine vessels. The main driver here is cutting of emissions
and achieving fuel savings. By using LVDC it is also possible to obtain space savings, better
controllability, less losses, and enhanced power quality within the internal network of the vessel
(Nebb et al., 2012). DC is also established technology in internal systems of different mobility
applications such as aircraft and automotive industry.
LVDC can also be used in industrial networks. Inside the manufacturing premises, there can
be long LV sections where LVDC can provide advantage in terms of transmission capacity and
voltage quality. There can also be DC networks or loads already in the processes, and therefore,
more widespread use of LVDC becomes an attractive option. Further, data and telecom centers
represent a mature field where the loads are nowadays DC loads.
Traction is also a traditional application of DC systems, including railways, subways, trams,
and trolleybuses. Both AC and DC systems are used with different voltage levels, frequencies,
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and rail/line/contact configurations. The main advantages of DC systems are the avoidance of
rectifiers if DC traction motors are used, favorable torque–speed characteristics, and an option to
use a single conductor feed. One main reason for the popularity of DC systems is their historical
background. Nowadays, with power electronics, the tendency is towards variable-speed drives
that can be used with different networks, a technology in a form that was not available before
the late 1900s (Tripathi and Lade, 2015), (Serrano-Jiménez et al., 2017), (Oura et al., 1998).
Figure 2.8 illustrates examples of established DC applications and voltage levels in use (IEC,
2017). More information on LVDC targets can be found for instance in (Vagelis et al., 2019)
and MVDC targets in (ABB, 2017).

Figure 2.8: Examples of LVDC applications and voltage levels in use (IEC, 2017).

2.4

Summary

LVDC, in general, has many established industrial application targets, such as traction, data
centers, lighting, and marine vessels. It has recently gained increasing interest also in public
electricity distribution. At present, there are research, pilot, standardization, and even commercial activities going on. LVDC truly provides many promising advantages, such as costeffectiveness, enhanced voltage quality, monitoring and control capabilities, implementation of
various distributed energy resources, and functionalities supporting the power system and the
versatile use of resources. LVDC distribution can be used with many different configurations
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and use cases ranging from electrification targets to rural and urban distribution. It cannot completely replace AC distribution, yet it represents a supplementary technical solution, which has
certain limits in terms of feasibility and technical performance. It is more complex than the
LVAC distribution, and there are no established practices of application or long-term experiences. The concept has the potential, but it is required that the systems are designed appropriately taking into account the characteristics of the operating environment and the application
target. For widespread penetration in electricity distribution, it is necessary that the LVDC investment can be regarded as any network investment, and from that perspective, work is still
needed to establish a framework ranging from the strategy level to planning, implementation,
operation, maintenance, and repair. On the other hand, advancement in the above-discussed
aspects of immaturity require that the demand increases, and an important step is that the DSOs
are able to assess the potential and opportunities as part of the long-term network development.
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3 Operating environments
The operating environments differ between DSOs in terms of geographical locations, business
environments, distribution environments, existing network structures, customer behaviors, and
so on. There can be different challenges even between adjacent DSOs in the same country. On
the other hand, there are lot of similarities among the electricity distribution sector and arising
challenges globally. The question is: what is the possible role of LVDC in electricity distribution
development in different operating environments and how to determine it within the companies
operating in different environments? The main factor that determines the competitiveness is
economics. The profitability of the investment depends on the value of the investment to a
company and how it is evaluated. In this respect, further aspects to be considered are which
kinds of business environments the DSOs are operating in, how they can operate, how they are
expected to operate and develop the network, and how the investments are valued. These questions define how the LVDC investment appears from the company’s perspective. The possible
physical implementation of LVDC investments is dependent on regulations, existing installations, customer behavior, and cost-effectiveness. This chapter focuses on issues arising from
the operating environment and their effects on the potential of LVDC distribution. The impacts
of technical regulations are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

3.1

Present challenges and future objectives

The global themes such as mitigation of climate change, increasing penetration of RES, improving the security of supply and voltage quality, and renovation of aging networks are valid for
many DSOs. What does this mean in practice? What are the differences between the DSOs? In
this section, a set of different examples are opened up in brief to introduce some of the presentday situations. The discussed countries/areas represent different operating environments and
were therefore selected here.
In Finland there is a need to renovate the aging networks simultaneously as the legislation
(Sähkömarkkinalaki 588/2013) requires the DSOs to ensure security of supply so that the maximum allowed outage is six hours in urban areas and 36 hours in other areas. In practice, the
solution is to invest heavily in cabling, which is now going on. In Finland there are around 80
DSOs, which operate in different areas ranging from cities to towns and very sparsely populated areas facing negative trends in demographics and challenging environmental conditions.
Maintaining tolerable transmission fees in rural areas is thus challenging, and incentives in finding cost-effective solutions are strong. Similar challenges have also been recognized in other
Nordic countries (IVA, 2017), (Reite et al., 2015).
LVDC appears as an alternative technological solution that could be used to reduce the costs by
applying it to suitable MV branches. The option to equip LVDC networks with energy storages
is also of interest in the future, even though for the time being, the DSOs are not allowed to
own storages according to the directive (Directive (EU) 2019/944). There are incentives for
this as sparsely populated areas are problematic in terms of ensuring the supply security, and
therefore, various alternatives, such as the use of microgrids, are investigated (Uski et al., 2018).
In addition, for the more cost-effective use of capacities, the option of using power-based tariffs
has been studied (Honkapuro et al., 2017). LVDC with BESS could be used to manage a larger
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group of customers and their power demand, affecting the power flows in the MV network
and improving the supply security. Further studies would be needed on how the use of LVDC
would contribute to this end nationally on a broader scale. The regulatory environment plays an
essential role in Finland; the topic is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.
In India, blackouts are common as a result of inadequate transmission capacity. Losses are
high for technical but also nontechnical reasons, such as theft of electricity. Around 200 million people are without access to electricity, and there are objectives for increasing the rate of
electrification to solve the problem (The Rockefeller Foundation et al., 2019). To this end, lowcost electricity supply solutions for low-income areas are needed not only in India but also in
South Asia in general. State DSOs have drawn public attention by the huge debts and lack of
creditworthiness (Pargal and Banerjee, 2014) leading to crumbling of the distribution infrastructure managed by the DSOs. India is a vast country providing various application areas,
of which electrification is among the most promising ones having a great potential if only the
systems can be designed effectively in terms of economics and performance. The need for lowcost solutions for providing access to electricity is of everyone’s interest, but it is especially
crucial in developing countries and low-income areas. Furthermore, India is suffering from a
severe mismatch between power generation and consumption, concurrently with the high level
of transmission losses (Pargal and Banerjee, 2014). Therefore, advancements in technology that
enable DR functionalities are welcome. Problems in residential DR implementation are related
to the lacking framework, ranging from political actions to technical implementation (Doolla
et al., 2016). The LVDC network could thus be utilized also in that respect although major
additional changes are needed to accommodate sufficient capacities that affect the power flows
in the transmission system.
In Russia, the power industry has undergone a significant reform, privatization, and liberalization, while also some controversial actions have been put into practice (Summanen
and Arminen, 2018). There are some parts in the country that are not connected to the
unified energy system (UES) and that are not part of the wholesale electricity trade (International Energy Agency, 2014a). Such areas could include targets for LVDC. Especially in rural
areas, the distribution networks, mostly built in the Soviet era, have not been renovated at a pace
that the network condition and demand would require. In MV networks there are also multiple
voltage levels (6, 10, 15, 20, 35 kV) in use, 10 kV being the primary one. As LVDC has been
shown to be capable of replacing 20 kV branches both technically and economically, the lower
MV voltage networks appear as attractive targets for potential studies. The main problems in
the technical sense in Russia are the overaged networks, the lack of automation at lower MV
voltage levels, losses, supply security, and voltage quality issues. The privatization of the Russian DSOs (holding MRSK, several regional companies) is on its way, but it remains unclear
what the connection between tariffs, federal policies, corporates, and local companies currently
is (Barkin et al., 2014), (Letova et al., 2018), and (International Energy Agency, 2014a).
In the US, the power system is facing more ”traditional” problems, in other words, the network
that is designed for one-way operation is aging and there is a lack of automation and supervision at the distribution level, while investments in different kinds of distributed generation are
increasingly common. In transmission networks, the increasing amount of variable generation
is related to the longer transmission distances as the best conditions for generation are far from
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the consumption centers. The challenge of spikier consumption and variability in the distribution network is also recognized to be an issue that may become more serious as the penetration
of EVs increases. There is also a recognized mismatch related to the DG; customers are incentivized to invest in DG by tax reductions and net metering, but there is no corresponding
regulatory framework that would encourage the utilities to prepare for accommodating it. Policy actions have been addressed to mitigate the challenges, but the diversity of ownership and
regulations between the states makes the implementation fragmented. It is also stated that there
is no national electricity policy, which has an impact on the overall vision and common policies
between the states (MIT, 2011).
In Europe, the liberalization of generation and supply as well as monopolized transmission and
distribution according to the third energy package 2009 has laid the rules for the organization
of the companies. The number of DSOs as well as the ownership and regulation varies on a
wide scale across the member countries as can be seen in Section 3.2. Network characteristics and customer needs are also diverse. Smart meters are to be installed to cover 80% of the
customers by 2020. Decarbonization objectives rely heavily on the flexible energy system, also
necessitating cross-border capacities. The main ”global challenges” among the European DSOs
are related to renovating of the old network assets concurrently with the increasing share of renewables, intermittent generation, and changing load patterns (Küfeoğlu et al., 2018), (Prettico
et al., 2016), (European Commission, 2016), and (Eurelectric, 2013).
As a summary, it can be said that the different operating environments have many challenges
in common, but there is a wide variation between the reasons for the challenges, statuses of
the DSOs, and principles of how the networks are developed. In addition, LVDC cannot be
directly ruled out for a particular reason but instead, it seems that the concept can be applicable
in solving many of the challenges, but it has to be assessed by technical and economic analyses.

3.2

Business environments

In general, the DSOs provide the infrastructure for the people to get the energy and power they
need and also connect the generation to the network. Fees (tariffs) are used to charge for the
transmission and generate income for the company. It is not feasible to build many parallel networks, which is the reason why DSOs widely have a monopoly status. The trend in operations
is towards unbundling of activities (transmission, generation, distribution, sales). Otherwise,
DSOs are very heterogeneous. Figure 3.1 illustrates the number of DSOs in European countries.
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Figure 3.1: European DSO figures (Eurelectric, 2013).

From the perspective of LVDC, the varying number of DSOs nationally means that if there is a
single DSO in a country, the decisions, in a way, affect all the customers. There are significant
incentives for a single DSO to evaluate the options of LVDC if it operates in different kinds
of areas and networks as the potential for feasible targets might be considerable. On the other
hand, when there are multiple DSOs, for instance the ones having a distribution area almost
completely in a sparsely populated rural area with long distances and few customers may have
even stronger incentives for LVDC distribution as the operation is highly dependent on a certain
distribution area having specific characteristics that are valid for the majority of the supply
area. In addition, if the regulatory model includes any kind of competition or ranking of DSOs
according to the performance, giving for instance advantage in allowed revenue, application of
LVDC to suitable targets can give edge in that respect compared with the other DSOs. The
effectiveness of the natural monopolies depends on the incentives for improving the operations
as otherwise competition does not exist.
Globally, also the ownership of the DSOs varies considerably. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 depict
the division between public and private companies in Europe and globally. The figures only
give an overview of the majority, and single DSOs are not presented in the map.
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Figure 3.2: Ownership of DSOs in Europe. Adapted from: (Eurelectric, 2013).

Figure 3.3: Ownership of DSOs worldwide. Adapted from: (Küfeoğlu et al., 2018).

The ownership of the DSOs has a crucial impact on the companies’ strategies. Investors, for
instance, expect profit for capital. How is LVDC seen from this perspective? It is both a
risk and an opportunity. In that sense, if sufficient profit can be guaranteed with the present
business, what are the incentives to invest in a technology that is immature and would probably
not ensure full benefits from the beginning? The fact, however, is that it will take a few rounds
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with the technology to seamlessly fit into the operation and reach the optimal solutions through
experiences. It is therefore a question of the horizon for profits by the owners. The use of
financing also matters, as it depends on the expectations for profits (internal rate of revenue)
for the own and loan money. For instance in Finland, the majority of the DSOs have been in
local ownership, and still are. However, nowadays there are also investor-owned DSOs, and
therefore, the strategies of the company may differ considerably, impacting on decisions. A
special feature of LVDC is the allocation of network investments over a longer period of time,
mainly because of converter renewals, meaning that the investment can be put into operation
with more moderate investments than in the case of AC distribution.
Tariffs are extremely important as they define the income for the company. The tariffs differ in
terms of monetary value, structure, and guidelines for defining them in a company. Figure 3.4
and Figure 3.5 illustrate the tariffs in Europe, both in price and structure.

Figure 3.4: Average household electricity price in the EU in purchasing power standards (PPS) (Eurostat,
2019).
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Figure 3.5: Distribution tariffs in households: fixed and energy components. Adapted from: (REF-E
et al., 2015).

The LVDC investment, in order to be economically profitable for a DSO, should result in lower
transmission fees for the customer. This depends on how the tariffs are formed: which part
of the operations is divided into a fixed, energy-dependent, or power-dependent part of the
tariff, and how the tariffs are formed in/for the company. In order for an LVDC investment
to be economically profitable, the overall impact on the operation should be positive. The
main negative impact of the LVDC utilization is the increased losses compared with the AC
distribution and also the uncertainty related to the reliability and lifetime of the converters. The
tariffs differ significantly between countries and DSOs, and therefore, they are not discussed in
more detail in this context.
The regulation of the DSOs is the most important factor steering the network development.
It depends on the regulatory model how the investments, operational expenses, depreciations,
supply quality, and the core factors in the DSO operation in general are evaluated and toward
which targets the models are guiding the DSOs to develop their operation. Ultimately, the
LVDC potential should be analyzed through the regulation so that the economic impacts on the
operation are known. Such a study for a Finnish case can be found in (Tani, 2017). Overall, the
targets of the regulation can be expressed as summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Goals of regulation (CEER, 2018).

From the perspective of LVDC, the main questions are how the investments are valued, especially when they range over a long period of time, how the (increased) losses are valued/sanctioned, whether there is an incentive for implementing smart network technologies
and improved voltage quality to customers, whether LVDC can bring benefits in reducing the
outages, either by shortening the uniform MV network or by implementing microgrids, and
how the model treats the less expensive solutions in terms of allowed revenue. The regulation
and, most importantly, its details are known by the companies and regulatory authorities but
especially at the beginning, expert services may be needed as the companies probably do not
have the required expertise ranging from planning to maintenance, which will probably call for
outsourcing and consultancy.
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As the LVDC is emphasized to be a supplementary technical solution, its ”volume” is also
dependent on the volume of the network investments. Differences between countries and continents in terms of investment are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Investments in electricity supply infrastructure by area between 2012 and 2035 (International
Energy Agency, 2012). All rights reserved.

What should be noted is the high share of investments in distribution in Asia and the nonOECD area, totaling almost half of the value for the world. In those areas, the demand for
solutions is significantly different for instance from the case in Finland. Therefore, the operating
environment plays a key role in determining what kinds of networks and systems are needed
and what their potential could be. That can also impact to the established practices and technical
solutions through the needs and resulting market size. In the course of the research it has also
come clear that unless the local expertise is involved, it almost impossible to give the right value
for different factors, even though the relevant factors were acknowledged. The main conclusion
is that the business environments differ considerably and there are various factors affecting the
potential, the emphasis of which is known in detail by the companies operating in the particular
areas.

3.3

Existing infrastructures

Reasons for the present state of the distribution networks and practices applied have roots in the
countries’ histories. There are various voltage levels (typically around 120 or 220 V), two main
frequencies of 50 and 60 Hz, all earthing systems, different numbers of conductors, transformer
types, and sockets used in the electricity distribution. Earthing systems of TT and TN are the
most common ones, but IT is used for instance in Norway. There are three-wire and four-wire
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configurations, and the earth is even used as the return path in some special cases. There are also
mixed systems in use as a result of old, renovated, and new targets built according to regulations
that have been valid at the time. The cable/conductor types, materials, and preferred diameters
vary. The network topologies, in turn, have been shaped by the regional demand to feed the
customers with the exception that repetitive patterns can be found in urban areas. Furthermore,
aerial and cabled networks as well as pole- and pad-mounted transformers are all used. The
protection of public networks is based on fuses and circuit breakers similarly to customer networks with the exception of the number of protective devices in individual households. How do
the existing infrastructures then affect the applicability and potential of LVDC?
The main differences for instance between the European and US electricity distribution are
found in the low voltage networks, transformers, and voltages in use. In the US, the secondary
phase voltage is 120/240 V, resulting in shorter LV networks than for instance in Finland, where
three-phase 230/400 V is used. Figure 3.6 depicts a typical US feeder.

Figure 3.6: Example of the US feeder (Warwick, WM et al., 2016).

When considering the potential of LVDC, there should be MV branch lines, the replacement
of which with LVDC covers the costs of the required power electronics. When the branch
lines are short (distance from the teed line), the economic advantage is smaller. Therefore, in
the example of the US feeder, the main questions are: can the customers be supplied with a
centralized inverter, and how long are the lateral feeder sections? The existing structures thus
have an impact on the opportunities of utilizing the LVDC transmission capacity effectively. If
the MV teed lines are close to the customers without distinguishable branches, there may not
be potential for LVDC. Placing of the inverters also becomes an important question if the LV
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networks are basically subscription lines of tens of meters, as the inverters have to be close to
the customers. In general, the existing network topology and the customer density and behavior
determine what kinds of LVDC networks are needed and can be planned. This includes the land
use principles as the LVDC enables more flexibility both in the LV network and MV network
planning. An important question is the coordination between the MV network development
and the use of LVDC networks. The widespread use of LVDC can have an impact, or it could
be taken into account as a part of the general planning of MV networks in rural areas. In that
sense, it is also a question of timing as the LVDC and MV network investments can be mutually
beneficial to each other.
From the perspective of components, and especially the conductors, the question is: can the
existing ones be used with DC? The options are 1) can, 2) can but with a limited voltage, and 3)
cannot. If there are reasons why the voltage has to be limited, it directly affects the transmission
capacity. The capacity can be ”limited” also in a unipolar network as a result of the lack of a
cable that enables halving of the resistance. The reasons for not being able to use the network
structures with DC can be due to national regulations or a limitation owing to which the DSO
has only a certain set of cable/line types and accessories in use. Often, the DSOs have certain
favored conductor types and cable diameters, and it is preferable that these can be used also
with DC.
The use of multiple different MV and LV voltages complicates the case as the potential has to
be assessed for different types of networks and there should also be different inverters available for single-phase and three-phase customers and even with different output voltages. This
is not a problem, but now there are basically no inverters available particularly for this application, which means that it is a matter of creating the demand and getting started by defining
the requirements for the most typical ones that are needed. Furthermore, the use of lower MV
voltages, such as 6 kV, 10 kV, and 11 kV has an impact on the potential as the investments
are lower than for instance with 20 kV. If also the use of lower MV voltage leads to shorter
branches, it means that there can be unutilized capacity in the LVDC network unless the loads
enable decreasing of the DC voltage from the maximum 1500 V and giving an economic advantage through the lower voltage rating of the converters.
The earthing system is one of the very principal structural properties of distribution networks.
This issue is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.2 and also in (Karppanen et al., 2015a) but
here it can be said that the earthing system will not be the main issue affecting the potential of
LVDC, at least unless there are limitations regarding the maximum utilizable line voltage and/or
earthing system selection as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Such is the case for instance in the UK
as earth-isolated networks are not allowed in public LV networks at all (Emhemed and Burt,
2014). Apart from that, from the perspective of electric safety, the most important single factor
is the protection of the customers’ installations, which is discussed in detail in Section 4.2.1.
If the customer-end installations are protected by multiple circuit breakers or fuses, it significantly affects the converter and network rating. In addition, possible requirements on minimum
short-circuit currents provided to the customer connection point have a similar impact which is
discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.1.
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Summary

The electricity distribution sector, while generally serving the same purpose, has many differences between and within the countries. The number of DSOs of different sizes, the level of
unbundling of operations, and ownership patterns vary between countries. Thus, the statuses
and strategies of DSOs are different already from that perspective. The tendency is towards
separating the activities, that is, vertical unbundling. The feasibility of an investment appears
differently depending on how it is evaluated and how it supports the overall development needs.
Roughly speaking, the basis for the development of the distribution business can range from
maximizing the profits to the owners to minimizing the fees to the customers or anything between these, while meeting the required technical performance level. The general framework for
the operation is defined by legislation and regulation, which usually reflect the regional needs
and development targets. Furthermore, the challenges are naturally dependent on the operating environment to which the regulatory framework ideally aims to answer. Improved security
of supply, renovation of aging networks, achieving electrification objectives, implementation
of network automation, and different smart functionalities are common themes but with very
different emphases and approaches of assessment. The existing network structures, network development methods, and targets together with customers’ needs determine what kinds of LVDC
networks could provide opportunities for the application of LVDC, whereas network development determines concrete targets, and the business environment the economic viability. Before
the potential can be evaluated, it is necessary to investigate what kinds of technical solutions are
possible and feasible and in which circumstances, which is discussed in the following chapter.
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This chapter explains how different technical solutions, system structures, equipment properties, and related regulations and requirements affect the potential of LVDC. It is essential to
understand the basic properties of the LVDC system and the main differences compared with
AC distribution to be able to perceive the main benefits and drawbacks and the rationale behind the solution. It is highly case-dependent what kind of system structure and its properties
comprise a feasible combination for a certain operating environment and a specific case. First,
it is necessary to determine which kinds of solutions are possible in terms of regulations, such
as legislation and standards. There can be national and regional (e.g. EU- or IEC-level) documents that are followed nationally. The location and load behavior of customers (including
protection requirements) and existing network topologies can be used as a starting point when
considering what kinds of LVDC networks and systems would be needed in terms of technical
performance. This affects the network and converter dimensioning and design. Other design
questions include selection of the earthing system, voltage levels, and network structures, which
are essential from the LVDC network’s point of view. All these significantly affect the lifetime
costs of the LVDC system. The actual profitability depends on the business environment, also
in the future, and how the different factors are valued, as discussed in Chapter 3. This chapter
concentrates on the technical selections and design tasks that affect the profitability. The different topics including safety, compatibility, power quality, and operating needs are addressed.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the relations between the discussed design aspects.
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Figure 4.1: Relevant design aspects within the LVDC system and characteristics of the operating environment.

Eventually, local expertise is needed in the process, similarly as with AC networks today. The
DSOs have different strategies and guidelines that have an impact on the outcomes, even though
the framework for operation may be the same. In this chapter, the factors depicted in the figure
are discussed and their mutual impacts are explained.

4.1

LVDC network

There are a few basic principles of how an LVDC distribution network is comprised; nevertheless, there are many specific properties which can differ within the network, devices, and components. The main alternative network structures and their main characteristics are presented
in this section. The LVDC system is not a direct replacement for an utility AC distribution but
rather a supportive or alternative technical solution. There are issues that restrict the feasibility
and applicability of LVDC, the most important of which are introduced here. On the other hand,
the LVDC system provides many advantages over AC, which make it an attractive alternative
for various use cases in addition to the public electricity distribution.

4.1 LVDC network
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4.1.1 Network structures
The basic DC network alternatives, two-wire and three-wire networks, are defined in (IEC,
2005). In previous studies and publications, such as (Salonen et al., 2008b), also the terms
‘unipolar’ and ‘bipolar’ networks have been used; in this context, they refer to two-wire and
three-wire systems. In a two-wire system, the network consists of two circuits; a positive pole
(L+) and a return conductor (L-/PEL). In a three-wire system there are two poles, positive
(L+) and negative (L-) ones, and a middle conductor (M/PEM). The systems can be earthed
or earth isolated, which is discussed later in Section 4.2.2. The maximum voltage in the DC
system is 1500 V in the two-wire and ±750V in the three-wire system, if the Low Voltage
Directive (LVD) is followed (Low Voltage Directive 2014/35/EU). It is also possible to use
multiple voltage levels in the DC network, but there should be specific needs to rationalize the
feasibility. This option may be worth considering if DC is to be used directly in customer-end
loads. This is common in applications where certain voltages are needed directly in loads, such
as in data centers. The discussed alternative network structures are depicted in Figure 4.2.

DC/AC
AC/DC

L+

MV
LDC/AC

AC/DC
MV

DC/AC
L+

M
L-

DC/AC

Figure 4.2: Unipolar (above) and bipolar (below) network structures.

In the two-wire system, the inverters have to be rated for the full DC voltage that is used. In
the three-wire system, the connection can be provided between the pole and middle conductors,
requiring the inverter input to be rated for half of the maximum input voltage (in normal operation), or between the poles with or without a middle connection. In the three-wire system, the
current flowing in the middle conductor in each of the network branches equals the difference
between the load at the positive and negative poles in that network section. Therefore, losses
are produced also in the middle conductor, and the voltages differ in different network sections.
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The transmission losses for a unipolar network can be expressed as

P = R · I2 ,

(4.1)

where R is the resistance of the conductor and I is the current flowing in the conductor. For a
bipolar network

P = R12 · (I12 + I22 ) + RN · (I1 − I2 )2 ,

(4.2)

where R12 is the resistance of the pole conductors (assuming the same for both poles), I1 is the
current flowing in the positive pole, I2 is the current flowing in the negative pole, and RN is the
resistance of the middle pole. The voltage drop of a unipolar network can be calculated as

Ui − Ui+1 = Ri · Ii ,

(4.3)

and for a bipolar network positive pole as

U1,i − U1,i+1 = R12,i · I1,i + RN,i · (I1,i − I2,i ) ,

(4.4)

where U1,i is the voltage drop, R12,i is the resistance of the pole conductors (assuming the same
for both poles), RN,i is the resistance of the middle conductor, I1,i is the current in the positive
pole, and I2,i is the current in the negative pole, in node i and for a bipolar network negative
pole as

U2,i − U2,i+1 = R12,i · I2,i + RN,i · (I1,i − I2,i ) ,

(4.5)

where U2,i is the voltage drop in the negative pole, in node i (Kaipia et al., 2008), (Partanen
et al., 2010). An example of the transmission capacities of the unipolar and bipolar networks
in relation to AC distribution is depicted in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Transmission capacity (Kaipia, 2014).

In the two-wire system, the customer division between the poles is one of the tasks that have to
be solved in the network planning phase. The objective is to achieve the minimum difference
between the two poles so that the losses are minimized. In the customer division it is necessary
to consider the long-term operation (energy losses and costs) and maximum power demand
situations, such as feeding of the short-circuit to a customer.
The connection of existing conductors can be done in different ways, as described in (Karppanen et al., 2015b). The two-wire system has the advantage of decreasing the resistance in case
there are multiple conductors that can be utilized per pole if a single cable is used. AMKA
cables (PVC-insulated aerial bundled self-supporting cables) are also used and available
in four conductor variants in some distribution areas and could be connected similarly to
underground cables. In the Finnish standard SFS 6000-8-801 there are guidelines for the use
and marking of the existing conductors (SFS, 2017b). Examples of conductor usage in unipolar
and bipolar underground cables and aerial bundled cables are given in (Karppanen et al., 2015b).
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4.1.2 Converters
LVDC systems can also be divided according to the use of the inverters. In rural distribution,
all customers can have an inverter of their own (also referred to as a customer-end inverter
(CEI) in previous publications), which provides the AC phase voltages for a single customer.
In this work, this solution is referred to as ”Full-DC.” Another option is to use the ”Link-Type”
solution, in which there is a rectifier and an LVDC network but the inverter feeds multiple
customers through the LVAC network. In that case there is an AC network resembling the
regular AC distribution case with a substation. It is also similar to the 1 kVAC distribution,
presented for instance in (Lohjala et al., 2005) in which there is an extra voltage level of 1 kV
that in this case is the DC network. The main advantage of the 1 kVAC is maximizing of the low
voltage capacity, similarly as in the LVDC distribution, but with a more traditional approach.
The topology of the network and the placement and sizing of the converters are questions that
the LVDC planner has to solve. It is also possible and even likely that hybrid solutions exist,
that is, some of the inverters feed more than one customer. This is naturally advantageous from
the cost perspective as fewer inverters are needed. In other words, the objective is to have
as many customers as possible per one inverter and as few inverters as possible per replaced
MV line length while having the inverters as close to the customers as possible to maximize
the length of the DC network and minimize the length of the AC network. That is naturally
dependent on the available inverters but the assumption is that inverters are available in certain
reasonable nominal power ratings. Examples of Full-DC and Link-Type solutions are given in
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Full-DC example. Adapted from: (Karppanen et al., 2017).

Figure 4.5: Link-Type example (Karppanen et al., 2017).

If the customer is supplied by a CEI (one inverter per customer), it is independent of the phenomena in the network and does not contribute to the disturbances in the network, and the
voltage quality is guaranteed by the individual CEI (Nuutinen et al., 2008). In addition, for
future purposes, the CEI could be used for other intelligent, customer-specific functionalities
(Pinomaa et al., 2015), (Pinomaa et al., 2011). The CEI may thus act as an interface between
the customer and different market actors and serve for instance metering, market participation,
and DR purposes (Lana et al., 2017), (Pinomaa et al., 2015). That would still require controlling
capabilities between the CEIs and individual loads.
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In the Link-Type solution, there is the AC network that feeds the customers. The customers
within that network are affected by possible adverse issues present in that AC network as in
the case of traditional AC distribution. These issues are mainly related to the voltage quality.
Nevertheless, the voltage is regulated close to the customer, and the phenomena are much more
limited than in the case of sole AC distribution, where the whole feeding network impacts on
the customer. The main advantage of the Link-Type solution is the fewer number of inverters,
which effectively reduces the costs of the inverters compared with a network with individual
CEIs. Another advantage of the Link-Type solution is the dimensioning of the inverters. The
aggregated peak power of the customer group enables more moderate dimensioning and makes
it possible to operate with a better efficiency during the low-load hours. This resembles the
network dimensioning task in AC distribution. Eventually, the dimensioning is dependent on
the AC network and its topology and is mainly dictated by the need to supply the short-circuit
currents to the customer protection devices as discussed later in Section 4.2.1.
The present-day power electronics suitable for this kind of application behave quite uniformly
in terms of efficiency. As there are no publicly available efficiency curves of commercial
inverters designed particularly for LVDC distribution, general examples have to be used.
Examples of the behavior can be seen for instance in (Lana, 2014) and for a commercial solar
inverter in (SMA, 2017). Although the absolute values differ, the curve shape is similar enough
to demonstrate the challenge that is present in LVDC distribution. Without using a particular
inverter as an example, let us assume that Figure 4.6 represents a typical efficiency behavior of
an inverter used in LVDC distribution.
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Figure 4.6: Example of the inverter efficiency behavior as a function of load. S is the load and Sn is the
nominal power of the inverter.
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In industrial applications with constant loads, the inverters can be designed to perform well in
the vicinity of the nominal power. Compared with industrial cases, the electricity end users
appear as a totally different load. This can be understood when an example of a customer
load over a year is observed (Figure 4.7). When the load is constantly varying on a wide
scale, the converter design task becomes quite different, and striving for optimum results in an
economic sense leads to somewhat unconventional approaches and design outcomes, which has
been discussed especially from the perspective of LVDC in (Mattsson, 2018) and (Mattsson
et al., 2015). Furthermore, in order to provide the possible galvanic isolation between the DC
network and the customer, the two main options are a galvanically isolating DC/DC converter
and a traditional transformer, which are illustrated in (Mattsson et al., 2014). Considering the
efficiency, either of them coupled with the inverter reduce it further. There is still a need for
research on inverters especially from the perspective of maintaining the efficiency while being
capable of operating in normal conditions and fault situations. It is crucial that the emphasis is
on economical aspects, as striving for the maximum efficiency (with higher investment costs)
is not the main objective in this application.
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Figure 4.7: Annual load curve (above) and load duration curve (below) for a single customer. The load
curve depicts one-hour resolution AMR data.

In addition to the normal load situation, in the case of customers having their individual CEIs,
the inverters have to be dimensioned to be capable of feeding short-circuit currents to the conventional protection devices if such are used to protect the customer installations, which is the
case in many countries. At the moment, there is no other practical option but to design the
converters to be capable of feeding the short-circuit currents (Nuutinen, 2015). According to
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the present standardization, the use of semiconductors for disconnection is not allowed (SFS,
2017a). The issue is addressed in more detail in Section 4.2.1. As the peak efficiency area can
be seen to occur with higher load levels (see Figure 4.6), the protection sets the nominal power
multiple times higher than the normal loads would require. Therefore, the large number of
low-load hours appear at the lower efficiency operating points of the inverter, meaning a lower
efficiency and losses. In the Link-Type case, the need to overdimension is lower compared
with the nominal size of the unit, and the inverter operates with a better efficiency also during
the low-load hours (assuming that the inverter does not need to be capable of feeding multiple
faults simultaneously). In the inverter dimensioning, simultaneous loads, the AC network, and
short-circuit supply have to be taken into account. Typically, these factors differ significantly
between the two solutions, which is also discussed in more detail in the following section.

4.2

Safety requirements

In the electricity distribution, ensuring safety is one of the key objectives. Within the LVDC
system, the issue of safety covers all the way from the rectifying substation to the customer-end
protection inside the buildings. The safety can roughly be divided into the person and equipment/component safety. The main aspects to be considered from the perspective of equipment
are sufficient dimensioning of the converters, appropriate sizing of the protection (including
coordination between the converters and the network), and protection against environmental
phenomena such as overvoltages. From the operating point of view, feeding of sufficient shortcircuit currents for the protection devices together with ensuring the safe touch voltage levels in
the DC network are the primary requirements.
4.2.1 Customer-end short-circuit supply
The operation of the protection inside the customers’ premises is dependent on the short-circuit
currents of the feeding network. This is the greatest single factor affecting the cost of the LVDC
system, and is due to the fact that the converters do not tolerate overvoltages and -currents
similarly as other traditional (passive) network components. The converters together with the
DC network have to be designed so that the required short-circuit levels can be guaranteed,
depending on the type of protection in use. The time spans of the protection devices used today
exceed multiple times the slight overcurrent capacity of the semiconductors. For example for a
200 A IGBT module, 400 A is allowed for 1 ms (Infineon, 2018). Figure 4.8 illustrates the trip
curves of typical circuit breakers used in the protection of customer-end installations.
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Figure 4.8: Miniature circuit breaker trip curves (UTU, 2011). Vertical axis: the operation time in
seconds; horizontal axis: the multiple of the protection device nominal current.

As can be seen, the operating times of protective devices from a tenth of a second to seconds
require that the converters are overdimensioned when compared with requirements set from the
load perspective. This means increased acquisition costs and decreased efficiency during normal
operation (see Figure 4.6 for the typical efficiency behavior). In addition to converter overdimensioning, it is required that the network is dimensioned correspondingly so that the voltage
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drop in the DC network caused by the supplied short-circuit power does not cause undervoltage
tripping of the CEIs. Depending on the converter operating voltage range, in a bipolar network,
it has to be ensured that the voltage rise in the other pole does not cause overvoltage trip either.
An example of the behavior based on Equations (4.4) and (4.5) is depicted in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Example of the DC voltages in bipolar network during an asymmetrical load such as fault in
the customer network.

The converter measurements enable real-time monitoring of the electrical parameters that could
be used to detect a fault situation and avoid feeding of fault currents. The present European
standardization ((SFS, 2017a), which is based on European harmonization documents (HD)),
does not allow the use of semiconductors as a protection device, in other words, there has to be a
physical separation in the circuit. To achieve similar selectivity as nowadays in many countries,
it would require controllable circuit breakers to each group of loads that are protected by a
circuit breaker or fuse. There can be dozens of circuit breakers, located in the main distribution
board of a building. To consider this option, the inverter would have to be located in the vicinity,
or basically, in the main distribution board, which is not reality with economically reasonable
power electronics. Another option would be to use faster protection devices, such as solid-state
breakers. These approaches would mean that as a result of actions taken by the DSO there
would be changes in the customers’ installations. This would be exceptional and cannot be
considered to be a real solution to the problem. Other option to avoid feeding of the short-circuit
currents is shutting down the CEI owing to a single faulted equipment. This would bring many
disadvantages to the customer. Detecting the faulted device would be challenging, there would
be an interruption of supply in the whole house, and in general, it would be a significant reverse
to what has been the achieved a long time ago in selectivity. Therefore, it can be considered a
suitable option only when the existing installation is protected by a single (or few) protection
devices or in targets where the supply security is not a high priority.
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There are very few options to ensure the same convenience and safety but to feed the current
through the LVDC system to ensure the tripping of the customer-end protection devices. If the
protection is implemented by a single protection device instead, the situation is greatly simplified. There is no selectivity within the customer-end installation that would have to be ensured,
that is, no need to feed short-circuit through the DC network and no need to overdimension the
CEI because of the protection. If there are multiple protection devices, the smaller the nominal rating is, the more advantageous it is from the perspective of dimensioning and cost. Even
though protection could be ensured without significant overdimensioning, it is still required to
supply the start-up currents for the typical appliances that are used or expected to be present at
some point during the utilization time.
Semiconductor-based protection (Solid State Circuit Breaker, SSCB) devices have been under
intensive development in recent years, and there are already commercially available products
in the markets. For example in (Li et al., 2019), SSCBs have been studied for protecting the
LVDC network. At the moment, the prices of SSCBs are still multiple times the prices of fuses
or circuit breakers for the same purpose. The capability to limit the fault current and operate
fast without high current infeed would be very advantageous also for LVDC distribution. At
present, overdimensioning is the only feasible solution in utility LVDC distribution, also in
terms of ”marketing” for DSOs and their present low voltage customers.
Depending on the network alternative (Full-DC / Link-Type), the effect of the customer-end
protection requirement on the costs of the system varies. If all customers have a CEI of their
own, the effect is the greatest as every CEI has to be overdimensioned. Instead, when an inverter
is supplying multiple customers, the single inverter overdimensioning requirement is not as
significant and is not multiplied by the number of customers but the number of inverters in the
system. The transferred short-circuit power is dependent on the length of the faulted circuit
and the required short-circuit current to trip the protection device. From the viewpoint of the
network and the rectifier, there is also the load of other customers that has to be fed during a fault
in single customer installation. When a fault occurs, assuming that the inverter is limiting the
current, the length of the circuit (impedance) determines the resulting voltage leading further to
the power that has to be supplied from the MV network and through the DC network.
The fed short-circuit power can be dozens of kWs and thus greater than the customer’s maximum power according to the main fuses. In the worst case, for example in the case of a C16protected load group, the required power can be 230 V × 160 A = 36.8 kVA (see Figure 4.8 for
the trip current 10 × In ).
In addition to the inverter dimensioning, the network dimensioning is yet another disadvantage
as the required power has to be transferred all the way from the feeding MV network. Storing
of energy is currently not economically justifiable. To sum up, the customer-end short circuit
supply capability is the greatest single factor affecting the cost of the LVDC system. In Finland,
it has been found that the practical dimensioning of the DC network is basically determined by
the transferred short-circuit power during the fault in the customer network (Nuutinen et al.,
2017b). In other words, if we consider the thermal limit, the voltage drop limit in the normal
use, stability, and techno-economic selection of the conductor diameters (cost of losses during
the lifetime vs. acquisition costs of a greater conductor diameter), the short-circuit supply re-
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quirement basically overrules the other requirements in the present conditions. The presence of
converters creates a need to consider faults as another state-of-operation instead of a temporary
event. The potential of LVDC is thus highly dependent on the practices adopted for protecting
the customer installations. From that perspective, it is advantageous to consider the present
practices so that the regulations would not at least ”unintentionally” block the development of
otherwise profitable solution.
4.2.2 Earthing
Selection of the earthing system is one of the most crucial design tasks; however, compared
with other decisions, such as inverter sizing, the selection has to be made only once. Basically
all the TN, TT, and IT alternatives are possible earthing schemes to be used in the LVDC
network. Earthed examples are illustrated in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Earthed LVDC schemes; unipolar in the left and bipolar in the right.

From the viewpoint of the DC network, the main structural questions affecting the safety are
the voltage level and selection of the earthing system. These two greatly affect the costs and
other system properties through the voltage requirement both in normal operation and during
faults. The voltage level determines the transmission capacity in the network but also affects
the required voltage rating of the converters and other network components. The voltage level
together with the earthing system and earth resistivity define the occurring touch voltage levels
in the network. As the idea in the DC distribution is to obtain cost savings by using LV components, the voltage level should be higher than the one used in the LVAC systems, at least if
used in public distribution to replace parts of the MV network. The use of the earthed scheme
is possible if the earthing conditions are sufficient (low earth resistivity) and the applied voltage
levels do not cause touch voltage or earth potential rise issues (Karppanen et al., 2015a).
The earth-isolated (IT) scheme provides additional safety and enables application also in challenging earthing conditions, which is the case for instance in Finland (the earth resistivity value
used in the literature is 2300 Ω m, on average, although there is great variation depending on
soil). IT earthing systems are typically used in applications where instant interruptions caused
by faults are not acceptable and could cause greater hazards as the fault itself, such as in hospitals, or where high safety is needed, such as in laboratories. The earth-isolated scheme requires
the use of an insulation monitoring device (IMD), which ensures the required isolation level
against the earth. As a result of the use of mixed earthing systems, also galvanic isolation is
required between the LVDC network and the customer network. It can be implemented either
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by a transformer or a galvanically isolating converter (Mattsson et al., 2014). They are special
cases of converter design, and are not discussed in this work. It should be noted, however,
that it is a question of the most important cost component of the LVDC system, and therefore,
galvanic isolation is an important issue. As the potential of LVDC depends on the voltage
level used, if the voltage has to be limited for safety reasons, it directly affects the potential
of LVDC. Figure 4.11 illustrates the example of touch voltage as a function of DC voltage and
earth resistance in a TN system.
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Figure 4.11: Touch voltage behavior in the TN system. In the illustration, the fault occurred in the
DC network (70 mm2 aluminum cable) 1 km from the rectifier, and only the DC network and earth
resistivity were considered. The limit for the maximum touch voltage is 120 V according to the standard
IEC 60364-4-41.

Figure 4.11 shows that the opportunities of using earthed systems are quite limited in terms of
total earthing resistance. In demanding environments, adding of extra earthing points brings
only limited advantage as the earth resistivity itself is high. To overcome the possible touch
voltage issues, the options are to reduce the DC voltage, ensure sufficient earthing, or use the
earth-isolated (IT) earthing scheme, in which the respective touch voltages are negligible as long
as the system insulation level is kept in a ”healthy” area, that is, at the megaohm level. If we
consider the DSO’s operating area, the earthing conditions may differ greatly as the operating
area may range from a limited area such as a town to the whole country or something in between.
Therefore, one aspect is whether to use different solutions in different areas or to strive for a
solution that is as general as possible. The point is that it is possible that the earthing conditions
vary from excellent to very challenging, and therefore, it may not be possible to use the earthed
scheme in all the application targets within a single DSO’s operating area. In that case, instead
of ensuring that the touch voltages stay within the limits, it is justifiable to consider the earthisolated (IT) scheme and a uniform solution across the targets. This will lead to the cost of
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galvanic isolation between the different earthing schemes and a need to implement insulation
monitoring. If both of the networks are earth isolated, there is a risk of excess voltage stress to
the customer-end installations because of the operation of the inverter (Partanen et al., 2010).
Furthermore, different capacitive couplings within the customer-end network provide a lowimpedance path for the high-frequency signals (disturbances) (Nuutinen et al., 2014a). It is
necessary to ensure that the common-mode (CM) current remains low enough so that the safety
and the supply security are not degraded. In practice, the use of galvanic isolation eliminates
all these problems and is thus a low-risk approach but increases the acquisition costs and also
produces losses regardless of the solution.
If there are regulatory rules that limit the voltage or transmission capacity, these rules directly
affect the potential of LVDC. If for instance an earthed scheme should be used and the touch
voltages become an issue, the voltage has to be limited or the earthing conditions have to be
improved locally. For example in the UK, earth-isolated networks are not allowed in public LV
networks, which has been discussed in (Emhemed and Burt, 2014). The drawback is dependent
on the case and how much capacity is lost compared with AC distribution. On the other hand,
some advantages can be achieved through the lower voltage rating requirements for the power
electronics. This issue is more significant in the use cases where the LVDC is assumed to replace
an MV network and transmission capacity is needed. For instance in the case of remote village
µGs, with some dozens of watts of load per inhabitant, the issue is not of high importance.
Instead, ensuring the electric safety and low acquisition costs are often the crucial factors in
such applications, and therefore, the tendency is to favor low voltages in the first place.

4.3

Compatibility requirements

In our built-up environment, we are surrounded by various systems and devices. Ensuring the
safety and functionality both for the humans and for the technology requires coordination, and
standardization plays a key role in this. Considering the LVDC system located in the distribution environment, there are many issues that have to be taken into account. The system has to be
compatible with the feeding network and customer networks and tolerate environmental conditions, and all the functionalities (e.g. converters/communications) have to be reliable within
the system and are allowed not to cause interference galvanically or by radiating. The topic
of EMI/EMC is not in the core of this work, and it is not the most crucial issue in analyzing
the potential of LVDC either. However, in the course of this work, it has been found that it is
also a topic that should be investigated further. Nevertheless, compatibility is a broad term, and
therefore, some of the topics are discussed in the following sections as they are of significance
already in the early stages of evaluating the applicability of LVDC.
4.3.1 Electromagnetic interference
The main EMC issues are related to conducting and radiating disturbances caused by highfrequency switching components. From the EMC point of view, there are limits for the emission and immunity in different application environments defined by the IEC 61000 series. For
the time being, for LVDC applications, it is not straightforward which limits should be followed. For the power electronics, there are well-defined limits in different applications, but
the problem is that they are mainly written from the load perspective, not from the viewpoint
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of grid-forming converters. This gap has been recognized, and the work to establish limits for
conducting frequencies especially for the range of 0–150 kHz is in progress. In a cabled network, the installation method together with the opportunity to use shielded cables suppresses
the network-caused radiating interference, and the main sources of interference remain to be the
converter units. However, more studies are needed on how the situation develops in the case of
an aerial network.
Interference should also be taken into account in the system design from the communications
point of view, especially if power line communication (PLC) techniques are used within the
system internal communication (Pinomaa, 2013). There is a need to repeat the signals, which is
also dependent on disturbances and structures of the network. The disturbances depend on the
converters that are used, component types, switching frequency and filtering, type of the network, and the number of units that cause the disturbances. More information is needed from this
perspective, especially if there are several targets located close to each other. Basically, reducing the disturbances increases the costs in terms of additional filtering, which further increases
losses.
4.3.2 Network components
One important cost-affecting factor is the DC compliance of the already available network components. If the use of DC were more common in LV distribution and the demand for LVDC
and the availability of DC components were higher, the issue would probably not exist. For the
time being, however, the issue of DC compliance should be considered. As LVDC represents
an unconventional practice, it is advantageous to aim at using existing components as much
as possible to avoid the need for R&D, tailoring, and type testing. According to the present
international standards, the LV cables can also be used with DC. With overhead lines, the compatibility issue is more crucial. The physical background lies mainly in the insulation. In a
DC network, the insulations and insulators are exposed to constant stress, whereas in the AC
distribution, the field is changing. Therefore, the long-term stress is more demanding for the
insulation materials. There is also a greater risk of faults and safety issues as the lines are exposed to environmental conditions and are more easily reachable. Especially in the case of an
earth-isolated system, the role of insulators and other possibly leaking components is important
as the total system insulation level is dependent on all leakage paths. This concerns for instance
connectors exposed to the environmental conditions and surge protection devices, which are
important as the system includes sensitive components. The higher the number of SPDs is,
the lower the insulation level is from the installation day and during the utilization time as a
result of aging and increasing leakage currents. More experiences would be needed from this
perspective, too.
Isolation coordination is an important issue with DC and concerns especially power electronics.
The requirements for constant and temporary overvoltages, clearance, and creepage distances
have an effect on the physical design of the systems and eventually on the size and costs of
the converters. The selected voltage level has a direct impact on these requirements, which in
turn affect the circuit board sizes and enclosures required. Then, it is mainly a question of how
costly the space is, that is, what the value of these issues that originate from the voltage level
selection is.
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Protection devices are today quite well available for DC systems, especially for the lower voltage levels. Fuses, circuit breakers, and SPDs do not play any significant role in that sense.
Cabinets are considered in the standardization as assemblies. The compliance of such assemblies is not obvious, even if different parts of the assembly were DC rated. It is rather a question
of how the assembly as a whole is compliant with the surrounding installations. From the cabinet’s point of view, as well as from the perspective of normal installation and maintenance, it is
a design question of what kinds of pollution degrees, IP classes, and mechanical structures are
required by the power electronics.
All the expected conditions should be taken into account that may occur during the utilization
time of a particular unit. It depends on the national practices whether the compliance is an issue,
that is, how the decisions on appliance are made, how the risks and responsibilities are determined, and so on. The same issue concerns the overall commissioning of LVDC systems as such
tests and procedures may not be described in the present standards and national regulations. It
is crucial to investigate what kinds of actions are needed nationally so that LVDC systems could
be commissioned for commercial use. At the moment, there are no straightforward methods for
these issues either.
In an LVDC system, the physically largest units are the rectifying substation and the inverters.
As the rectifying substation is a single unit often located somewhere close to the MV feed line
or farther of the actual electricity end users, it is not likely to be as significant an issue as the
inverters in rural distribution. The inverters, especially the CEIs, have to be located close to
the customers, their size being one of the critical factors dictating the location options in rural
distribution. Therefore, it is also a valid question where to install the inverters. An example
of pole-mounted converters is shown in (Cho et al., 2017) and pad-mounted/ground-level
installations in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Rectifying substation (a) and inverter installation (b) (Adapted from: (Nuutinen, 2015))
on an LVDC research site. The cabinet next to the rectifying substation is BESS. The research site is
described in more detail in (Nuutinen et al., 2014c).

In addition to size, another compatibility issue is noise, which depends on the switching frequency, further affecting the losses and the costs. If the CEI is located close to the customer,
the question is what the admissible limits for the noise are. These ”nonelectrical” features have
an impact on the acceptability, and thus, also on the costs of the land-use permission processes
and other possible indirect factors. In an urban area, placement and size issues are far more
important together with the magnetic fields. Size, noise, location, assembly configuration, and
serviceability eventually affect the costs and competitiveness. These examples underline the
importance of recognizing the operating environment and valuation of the different characteristics of the system. A single difference between valid, important, or crucial requirements can
make a notable difference between the two application areas.
To sum up, the readiness of the different technological parts of the LVDC distribution system
varies significantly. An often used classification to rate the technological readiness level is the
TRL scale ranging from one to nine as follows (European Commission, 2019):
• TRL 1 – basic principles observed
• TRL 2 – technology concept formulated
• TRL 3 – experimental proof of concept
• TRL 4 – technology validated in lab
• TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment
in the case of key enabling technologies)
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• TRL 6 – technology demonstrated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment in the case of key enabling technologies)
• TRL 7 – system prototype demonstration in operational environment
• TRL 8 – system complete and qualified
• TRL 9 – actual system proven in operational environment (competitive manufacturing in
the case of key enabling technologies; or in space)
According to an IEC-organized survey for LVDC stakeholders (IEC, 2017), the overall TRL for
LVDC was estimated to be five. The survey included different use cases, and the answers varied
on a large scale, as can be seen in Figure 4.13 (IEC, 2017).

Figure 4.13: TRL of LVDC in different use cases according to the survey (IEC, 2017).

From the perspective of this work, especially the public electrical system is of interest. In that
case also, the variation in the results was wide, and it can be considered that there is not a clear
consensus on the present status of the LVDC solutions. Based on the discussions presented in
this chapter, a summary of the status is illustrated in Figure 4.14. Referring to the results of the
IEC survey, it should be noted that the illustration in Figure 4.14 should not be considered an
absolute fact either but rather an author’s estimate of the three main fields of technology used
in LVDC systems.
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Figure 4.14: Estimate of TRL based on the present status of the technologies used in LVDC systems.

Currently, the network components as a group are the closest to be applicable directly ”offthe-shelf.” For the converters, the passive components can be designed already today to meet
the needs, and in general, it is more of a question of proper design for the application rather
than a lacking technology. The challenge is to keep the balance between the nature of the load
(normal demand & fault situations), efficiency, and the economics. As to the mechanics, plugs,
connectors and terminals, it is a question of selecting the right components and ratings as well
as applying appropriate design to meet the needs of a particular environment and standards. For
the ICT, instead, there is no readiness for integration into the existing distribution management
systems, assuming that LVDC systems are actively monitored and managed. From that point
of view, there are no plug&play converters either that could be merged into SCADAs or distribution management systems (DMS). Physical communication medium, on the other hand, does
not depend on the LVDC itself but there can be limitations to which purposes the network can
be used. It should be noted that the TRL scale does not reveal how rapid the advancements
can be. In other words, major steps for instance within the ICT can be easier to achieve than
minor development steps within converters. Most importantly, there are no practices of how
these systems should be designed as a whole, preventing the systems from reaching the highest
levels of technological readiness, although some implementations in an operating environment
already exist. Even though there are no clear obstacles to reaching a higher TRL, there are two
main challenging aspects: 1) when building complete systems, various fields of technologies are
needed, and 2) there should be active parties within these fields and drivers for them to focus
on these systems. In this case, the use of a TRL scale for a particular technology is problematic
as a single one does not reflect the system point of view, which is actually of interest here. In
addition to the TRL there are also integration readiness level (IRL) and system readiness level
(SRL), the latter being a function of TRL and IRL (Sauser et al., 2006). The readiness levels are
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not discussed further in this context, but it is worth noticing that instead of concentrating only
on the TRL that is most commonly used, in more complex systems such as LVDC, it is more
beneficial to consider an SRL that better indicates the maturity from the system’s viewpoint,
and in that way, from the viewpoint of actual industrial applicability.
4.3.3 Environmental conditions
Other compatibility requirements concern physical strengths of the structures, temperatures,
moisture, and pollution that depend on the operating environment. The main environmental
issues are the overvoltages, moisture, impurities, and temperatures. In an LVDC system there
are various components that are more sensitive to overvoltages than the components used in
LVAC distribution. Therefore, is it crucial to have sufficient surge arresters in the network. This
concerns not only the converters but also other equipment such as communication devices. This
results in an increased number of surge protection devices (SPD) and varistors. Power electronics and auxiliary devices can be designed to be capable of tolerating very harsh conditions,
but from the viewpoint of cost-effectiveness, the question is what the expected increase in the
acquisition and operating costs is. Another issue to address in an earth-isolated system is the
insulation level as a function of increased number of SPDs, taking into account the aging and
increasing leakage currents. Moisture and temperature are enemies of the electronics. Temperatures affect the converter design and bring a need to solve the cooling issue either by rating the
components appropriately or providing sufficient cooling (or a combination of these two). The
cooling can be based on active or passive solutions. Passive solutions typically mean inclusion
of raw materials, which is easily an expensive and bulky solution. On the other hand, active
cooling systems, typically fans, are one possible source of failure and need some maintenance
during their lifetime, depending on the environment. Maintenance produces costs and requires
scheduling and consideration in the design from the perspective of serviceability. Noise is another aspect that has to be addressed, as mentioned above. Moisture, in turn, can be eliminated
in most cases by appropriate coating but mainly for the circuit boards. The converter setup
often includes some auxiliary devices, plugs, and connectors that may pose problems unless
specifically designed and rated for outdoor use. The moisture/temperature combination has to
be addressed in all possible scenarios, meaning extremes in the operating phase but also cold
start situations during the converter lifetime. Many of the discussed issues can be solved technically, but with certain costs. These questions are especially the system designer’s tasks, but
it is necessary that the issues are acknowledged and the requirements are defined so that the
products meet the needs of the operating environment.
4.3.4 Power quality
In the normal operation, the primary objective is to reliably provide the required voltage quality.
One of the main benefits in LVDC distribution is the improved power quality to the customer.
This includes both the voltage quality and the quality of supply. As the customer-end voltage is regulated close to the consumption, the voltage quality can be improved compared with
AC distribution, especially in rural areas and weak networks. By using LVDC, the existing
requirements set for the supply voltage quality can often be easily met. The requirements for
the voltage quality mainly affect the cost of filtering and the cost of switching components and
losses, and the question is again about the main cost component, inverters. The filtering design
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is also highly dependent on the short-circuit supply requirements (Mattsson et al., 2018) and
concerns especially the CEIs.
The quality of supply is improved by the opportunity of avoiding short-term interruptions with
capacitance or other energy storages in the LVDC system. Correspondingly, LVDC setups can
be used to deliver improved supply security by using battery energy storages. Reduced interruptions also benefit other customers within the feeding network as faults occurring in the
DC network do not cause interruptions to the whole feeder (or the section behind the recloser)
as would be the case in the MVAC supply. This should also be regarded as a cost advantage
in the feasibility studies. On the other hand, LVDC systems are more complex than the AC
distribution, and especially at the beginning of the utilization also the immaturities should be
acknowdledged. It is, however, difficult to estimate what the appropriate value is for the expected failures and disturbances in the first phase of utilization. From the strategic point of
view, that should not be the pivotal question in the long term but rather a risk that should be
anticipated in the commissioning of a new technology.

4.4

System operation and monitoring

If there are certain requirements present or expected from the perspective of power system
support, they should be to be taken into account in the analyses. Rectifiers, for instance, are
capable of providing reactive power support, which is one of the extra advantages both for
the DSO and the power system. It is also possible to provide DR functionalities as the LVDC
system appears as a single load towards the MV network. Therefore, if the present need or future
objectives require such supportive functionalities, they can be considered to be an advantage of
the LVDC. It is, however, difficult to estimate the monetary value for all of such functionalities
that can be implemented by LVDC systems as the markets and operational rules might not yet
be present although the need for such would have been acknowledged.
For fault situations, measurements provide very high-resolution data that can be used to find
out was has happened and how the fault can be repaired. This can be used to identify the required personnel and replacement parts more accurately than today. Sufficient measurements
and ICT could also enable implementation of protection functionalities which are not common
in present-day LV distribution. Long-term monitoring enables trending of the system and component level state, giving information for the pre-emptive instead of run-to-failure maintenance,
decreasing the outage and operating costs. It depends on the DSO how valuable these options
are considered.
CEI measurements can also be used to determine quality deviations or violations either on the
customer’s behalf or as a reaction to the customer’s equipment-induced issues. Correspondingly, this principle could be used in determining possible violations in the customer’s operation such as exceeding of the subscription power. In the future, CEIs could also replace AMR
meters, if they could be certified for metering devices.
Compared with AC distribution, LVDC has more loss-generating components, the main source
being inverters. The losses are increased quite significantly, depending on the converter solutions. As readily available units cannot be used as a reference, explanatory figures for the
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losses can be found for instance in (Lana, 2014). Overdimensioning of the inverters and the
efficiency behavior of present-day power electronics suitable for distribution result in an increase in the losses. Figures from double to multiple times the AC losses are typical with the
solutions that can be regarded appropriate from the perspective of cost-effectiveness. This is
emphasized especially in areas where the proportion of network losses is already low. Data on
losses and a comparison between AC and LVDC distribution both in monetary and energy values can be found for instance in (Partanen et al., 2010), (Lana, 2014), (Karppanen et al., 2017),
and (Rekola, 2015).
Even if the cost of energy losses does not become a deal-breaker, there are certain problematic
viewpoints. One of these is the adverse development of efficiency, and the other is the image.
If electricity is transferred from generation to end use with some percentage of losses, it is not
desirable to generate losses in the last mile before it is delivered to the customers. Another
viewpoint is the efficiency objectives. In case there are national objectives or obligations to
improve the energy efficiency (either directly or by indirect means), LVDC distribution in the
electricity distribution use only does not promote achieving these goals. The losses are dependent on many characteristics that can be affected by design choices, but with increased costs.
If only losses are considered, LVDC does not bring advantages if it is used to replace the MV
lines.

4.5

Selection of technical solutions

The selection of the technical implementation of the LVDC network and systems requires multidisciplinary expertise from the electricity distribution business to technology, converters, and
communications. The list below summarizes the key questions that should be assessed as part
of the physical implementation design:
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• Network structures
Unipolar/bipolar/multiple level
Voltage levels
Earthing system
Protection devices and rating
Converter location and physical implementation
Topology of the network
Dimensioning of the network
Components used
• Converters (not within the main scope of this work)
Power stage
Filtering
Capacitors
Modulation
Control & communications
Measurements
Cooling (Heating)
Protection (electrical / environmental)
Physical size & construction and serviceability
• Communications (not within the main scope of this work)
Physical gateway to the backhaul network
Integration into existing information systems
Internal communications
Device-level communications
Protocols
Interfaces
Figure 4.15 illustrates the main themes in the process from the company level to the system
level, highlighting the linkage between different parts in the LVDC system design and factors
from the operating environment.
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Figure 4.15: Main properties and impacting factors in the process of determining the main technical
solutions in an LVDC system.

The process starts from determining the needs for supplying the customers. This also includes
expectations of the load development in the future. As the technical dimensioning is based on
peak powers, it is necessary to know the peak power demand for a single customer as well as
for the aggregated peaks in the network. If the customers need short-circuit supply, it has to
be taken into account in the network and converter design and dimensioning. In converters, the
main affected parts are the power stage and the filter rating for the required current, including
the galvanic isolation. With the knowledge of customer powers it is possible to evaluate what
kind of technical performance is needed from the network and converters, meaning in practice
the path from the supplying MV network to the customer end. The customers’ power demand
together with their locations determine whether a Full-DC or Link-type solution can be used and
in which parts of the network. Eventually, as a result of the demand, there will be certain units
with a particular nominal power as is the case today with many converters, but for now, such do
not exist. The information of the required powers will also provide an understanding of whether
a bipolar or unipolar network could be feasible to supply the customers within a particular
distribution area, together with the DC voltage level. The cost of the converters depends on the
voltage level, and therefore, the voltage level and the network structure have mutual impacts
and should be taken into account simultaneously. The network dimensioning can for instance
be tested against the required power to supply the customer-end short-circuits to reveal how
much capacity is needed. In the voltage level selection it is a question of optimizing the costs
between the converters and the network during the lifetime. The selection of the earthing system
depends on the local conditions, and unless the touch voltages can be guaranteed to remain low
enough, it is necessary to select an earth-isolated scheme. In practice, the converter has to have
galvanic isolation as was discussed in Section 4.2. In addition, it is necessary to consider the
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internal communications in the LVDC system and the connection of the LVDC systems to the
DSO’s information and control systems.

4.6

Summary

To be able to assess the economic potential of LVDC within a certain case area, it is necessary
to determine what kinds of technical solutions could be used, what the requirements and limitations for them are, and how they affect the costs. This chapter discussed the main technical
aspects that should be taken into account and the factors that affect the selection, and highlighted
the significance of the most important ones.
The boundary conditions for the selection of the system properties can be determined and influenced for instance by legislation, standardization, compatibility, component availability, and
safety. The primary ones are those which affect the transmission capacity and converter dimensioning, for which the performance requirement, in turn, comes from the existing installations
and customers.
The general issue is that there are no dedicated solutions or procedures for the deployment of
this application. As LVDC represents a rival technology, there are different aspects that cannot
even be answered in detail until the LVDC system is designed, installed, and commissioned
according to the valid national and international rules that apply. Such are partially either in
a development phase or lacking. Also some issues related especially to the electromagnetic
interference were recognized to call for further studies. However, the issues that remain vague,
or even prohibited, should not automatically be regarded as absolute barriers as the reason
for their existence may be unintentional. Some of them can be overcome, but it is always a
case-specific process. It is important to recognize such crucial characteristics so that when the
potential is assessed, there are certain guidelines and requirements for the system that limit or
define the possible alternatives without going into details in full. When the basic characteristics
are known, it is possible to progress towards the economics and evaluation of the advantages of
LVDC as a part of the network development. That perspective is discussed in Chapter 5.
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In Chapter 3, the key factors within the operating environment that affect the potential were
discussed. By using the obtained information it is possible to evaluate what kinds of factors
are valid in a particular environment and what their importance is. In Chapter 4, the impacts
of technical solutions and regulations on the competitiveness of LVDC were discussed. By
acknowledging these impacts, it is possible to distinguish what factors are valid and what the
possible technical alternatives available are. Furthermore, to be able to perform a preliminary
assessment of where the solution could be used, what kinds of system structures could be feasible, what the principal application targets would be, and how much potential there could be
in the networks now and in the coming years, it is necessary to acknowledge the nature of the
long-term network development and how the investments are justified. Application of a novel
technology in electricity distribution is not straightforward, and therefore, a systems engineering approach as part of the network development is considered. In this chapter, the question of
how to assess the role of a novel technological solution as part of the distribution business is
addressed.

5.1

Network development

Owing to the fact that the distribution business development is long-term asset management of
critical infrastructure by nature, it is necessary that the decisions are justified from many viewpoints. Among aspects to be addressed and maintained in balance are keeping the stakeholders
satisfied, ensuring affordable fees for the customers, finding a sufficient rate of renovation,
and meeting the expectations about the operation, simultaneously reacting to emerging changes
and trends that may challenge the traditional principles ranging from network phenomena to
corporate operations. For example, a current challenge in Finland concerning the rural distribution in particular is how to manage the supply security, meaning investments especially
in underground cabling while maintaining tolerable distribution fees. Figure 5.1 illustrates the
challenge of long-term business and making network investments.

Factors impacting the network development
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Figure 5.1: Challenge of long-term network development.
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Decisions on the coming years and decades should be done now, whereas various expectations
may change and trends emerge during the lifetime of the investments. ‘Regional targets’ in
Figure 5.1 refer to development of a particular geographical area and ‘politics’ to a large scale
of decisions that affect for instance the legislation and customer behavior. Owners can expect
increasing profit, and legislation and regulation may change, directly impacting for instance
the company, emerging trends, and customer behavior. The global situation and environmental
issues can lead to actions at the EU level, having an impact on all the member states. ‘Trends’
refer to the accelerating rate of already recognized or not yet known technological and societal
changes. Such are for instance solar generation, electric vehicles, and partially/completely selfsufficient customers. Naturally, some of the impacting factors are not known.
Successful management of the assets requires a strategy, which is also updated as soon as such
needs emerge. By following the strategy, the company can focus on the actions that are required
to reach the targets that have been agreed upon. It involves establishing mutual understanding of
objectives and methods and entitles to proceed to the planning of long-term actions with timed
practical implementations. In the strategy development there are various factors that affect the
end result. For instance the owners’ expectations, the company’s history, characteristics of
the distribution area, major challenges in the network, emerging trends, and development of
legislation and regulation all have their particular impact on the formulation of the strategy.
An important part of the strategy process is the determination of the technical solutions to be
applied. To be able to assess or benchmark a particular technology, it is required that its effects
on the operation are known. Here, it is emphasized that in the strategy-level planning there may
be only limited information available of some of the factors listed above, or to what extent these
factors can be determined in the strategy. Nevertheless, multiple data sources and operational
figures are needed (Lassila, 2009).
Observations from the operating environment are of great importance in the strategy development. Such observations range from the knowledge of local challenges, existing assets, and
operational figures and trends in the load development to the national and regional targets and
objectives, economic trends of resources, and financing. There are multiple stakeholders involved in the process, some of them being internal, some external. Figure 5.2 depicts some of
the possible target groups and information flows within the long-term planning and Figure 5.3
the drivers for the network renovation.

5.1 Network development

Figure 5.2: Long-term planning (Lassila, 2009).
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Figure 5.3: Renovation process (Lassila, 2009).

LVDC represents a novel, alternative technology for the network development. Recognition
and assessment of the arising technologies is advantageous as it can bring new ways to tackle
the challenges. An important part of the strategic development of the networks is the decisions
made upon technologies to be applied, either positive or negative ones. LVDC, for instance, is
similar to the 1 kVAC distribution in terms of utilizing the network capacities more effectively.
Therefore, a strategic decision can be for instance that only either of them is used in a company.
From the viewpoint of LVDC utilization, it is problematic that the technology is still in the
development phase. Therefore, there are multiple issues why the assessment cannot be carried
out with exact details. In (Karppanen et al., 2014b), some of the main questions on LVDC were
listed from a DSO’s perspective, starting from the fundamental one:
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• ”What is the expected role in the long and short term?
• Where are the possible targets?
• What are the applicable structures and voltage levels?
• How is the system considered in the regulation?
• What are the LCCs/savings with the system?
• Is the quality of supply ensured?
• Is the system safe?
• What are the dimensioning principles?
• How is the system modeled?
• How is the system and protection configured?
• What are the required components?
• Where can components and products be acquired?
• Is the system compatible with the existing structures?
• Is the system in line with the standardization and legislation?
• Who will build and maintain the system?
• How are the condition and lifetime of the system estimated?
• How can the LVDC system be integrated with ICT systems?
• How is the system operated and monitored?
• Does the system enable the integration of DERs and other SG functionalities?”
On the other hand, there are some ”positive uncertainties” that cannot yet be assessed in detail
either. They include the advantage of implementing DR functionalities, improved fault management, and opportunities to run parts of networks islanded by installing batteries for instance
in a later phase of the utilization time of a particular network investment. What is especially
important in LVDC systems is the need to consider them as a whole and as part of existing
infrastructure and operations. This is extremely important in the planning phase of the LVDC
networks.
LVDC systems consist of converters and a DC network, and possibly also communications.
These together constitute a distinct part in the distribution network. The question is, however,
what the technical specifications of such a system should be. The converters alone involve
multiple features that can lead to unfavorable results if the converter design is performed in a
conventional way (Mattsson, 2018). For instance, what network structures should be used, and
what are the voltage levels and earthing scheme that provide optimal results for a particular
operating environment? An LVDC system, as the name suggests, is a system having various
assemblies, in other words, it can be considered to contain subsystems while being part of a
larger system itself. How then to proceed?
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5.1.1 Systems engineering as a part of network development
A systems engineering process (SEP) has been used in complex engineering problems having
various properties. It involves multidisciplinary expertise and is especially applied in solving increasingly complex technological questions. According to NASA Systems Engineering
Handbook (NASA, 2016):
At NASA, “systems engineering” is defined as a methodical, multi-disciplinary approach
for the design, realization, technical management, operations, and retirement of a system.
A “system” is the combination of elements that function together to produce the capability
required to meet a need. The elements include all hardware, software, equipment, facilities,
personnel, processes, and procedures needed for this purpose; that is, all things required to
produce system-level results. The results include system- level qualities, properties, characteristics, functions, behavior, and performance. The value added by the system as a whole,
beyond that contributed independently by the parts, is primarily created by the relationship
among the parts; that is, how they are interconnected.1 It is a way of looking at the “big
picture” when making technical decisions. It is a way of achieving stakeholder functional,
physical, and operational performance requirements in the intended use environment over
the planned life of the system within cost, schedule, and other constraints. It is a methodology that supports the containment of the life cycle cost of a system. In other words, systems
engineering is a logical way of thinking. (NASA, 2016). Citenote1 : (Rechtin, 1999)

Other definitions exist for instance in standards (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2015), (EIA/IS-632, 2015), and
(IEEE, 2005). Figure 5.4 illustrates the process (Department of Defence, Systems Management
College, 2001). In addition, (Forsberg and Mooz, 1994) provides extensive illustrations of the
project cycle.
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Figure 5.4: Systems engineering (Department of Defence, Systems Management College, 2001).

A systems engineering process has many useful elements that can also be applied to LVDC
systems, especially in the early stage as there are no established practices for the application of
the process. What is often highlighted is the need for early-stage attention as the consequences
of design choices done at the very beginning are manifold, and therefore, manipulating parts of
the system in a later phase may be problematic and costly. Figures of estimates can be found for
instance in (NASA, 2016), where it can be seen how the percentage of costs develops in time,
or vice versa, how the ”cost savings” can be obtained at the beginning.
V-cycles have been provided by many authors and stakeholders depending on the specific needs
of a particular field of practice and projects. A V-cycle is a graphical illustration of the implementation of SEP in consecutive steps. Analysis of its different variants is provided in
(Graessler et al., 2018). A general example created for the purpose of this work is given in
Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Example of the V-model in the LVDC case.

For the time being, as there are no markets, the manufacturers do not have products for this kind
of application. Simultaneously, the DSOs do not have a reference for instance for the actual cost
of the converters, technical performance, or reliability. The result of this work can help DSOs
to understand what is needed for the successful implementation of LVDC systems. It is likely
that without consultancy or collaboration, a DSO is not able to start the LVDC assessment and
utilization process.
The V-model presented here represents a process involving a DSO and a manufacturer, at the
very beginning. When DSOs seek novel solutions, they often start by testing a technology with
a limited number of application targets, which is understandable considering the nature of the
business. It is about both gathering experiences and verifying the technology and providing
a showcase for the parties involved in the business and operation. In that sense, the process
depicted in Figure 5.5 is not permanent, considering the future implementations, but rather a
way to get started. Table 5.1 goes through the details that are important in different phases in
the V-model, assuming that it is now applied to the LVDC distribution.
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Table 5.1: Content of phases in the V-model; an LVDC system example.
Phase in the V-model
Business requirements
Customer requirements

System design
Architecture design
Module design
Prototyping
Unit testing
Subsystem testing
System testing
Acceptance testing
Operation & maintenance
Replacement

Content of phase
Cost targets, availability, support, warranty
Nominal power, input/output voltage, size, serviceability, operation in
different conditions, integration to information systems, environmental
requirements, physical connections, protection
Performance requirements, technical specifications for the system, general layout and structure of the system, integration into and interaction
with other systems
System and its subsystems, determination of physical and functional levels in the system
Mechanical design, component design, interface design, board design
Circuit board development & testing, I/O development & testing, control
development & testing, manufacturing design
Converter testing in expected operating modes and situations
Assembly testing, temperature testing, communication testing
Running the setup in real environment
Converter type testing, system commissioning
Operation configuration, maintenance schedule
Converter renewal, decommissioning, disposal

The presented table is not comprehensive, and eventually, the details are specific to the utilization target and companies involved, but the idea behind the SEP utilization can be seen. It is
extremely important to focus on the definitions at the beginning as otherwise the result will not
be optimal or even applicable at this technological maturity level. Even though the V-model
was not completed, that is, the process would not advance to the operation and eventually to
replacement, the left side of the V-model curve includes aspects that the DSOs can use internally in determining the requirements for the system. This is needed also to be able to select the
technical details that were discussed in Chapter 4. The V-cycle can be more easily understood if
it is regarded to be the manufacturer’s perspective, that is, the customer being the DSO, defining
the requirements on the left side and at the beginning of the process.
Piloting can be regarded as the ”practical verification” in the process of determining whether
LVDC is among the technologies applied. Before that, there have to be incentives favoring
the LVDC distribution that have been determined by the DSO. The topic is approached in the
following section from the economic point of view in particular.

5.2

Recognition of the potential targets

The trigger for analyzing the potential use cases can come from many sources, the urgency for
a single DSO to find such use cases may vary, and the need for cases may develop at a different
pace in different companies. For instance, a single legislative decision challenging the present
operating models can quickly ramp up the process. It is also possible that over a longer period
of time, the voltage quality, security of supply, network parts, transmission capacities, or such
factors deteriorate more rapidly than can be (or has been) responded to, and there is a need for
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solutions that can help to close the gap more economically than the traditional approaches are
capable of. In general, there is some sort of need, challenge, or multiple of them, to which
new solutions are sought. In Figure 5.6, where the process of reviewing the LVDC options is
illustrated, these needs and challenges are called triggers.
Whatever the trigger is, there might be opportunities to solve the problems by traditional means
even though it would need exceptional actions and considerable investments. The question is
whether LVDC can provide an answer to the problems more economically than the alternative
approaches. Before this can be assessed, it is necessary to analyze how the utilization of LVDC
could provide solutions to the problems and which the physical realization alternatives could
be, meaning an analysis on the technical solutions, as depicted in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Simplified illustration of the review process of LVDC role in the network development.
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By using the information provided in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, it is possible to get an understanding of the opportunities of LVDC in solving the challenges, giving thus an incentive to
investigate the application possibilities further. Correspondingly, it is possible to use the information of Chapter 4 for selecting the applicable technical solutions. Then, the final question in
the process is: where are the possible use cases and does LVDC give an economic edge? The
general equation for distribution network planning can be expressed as a minimization function:

Z

T

(CCAPEX (t) + COPEX (t) + COUT (t))dt ,

min

(5.1)

0

where
T
= planning period
t
= time
CCAPEX (t) = capital costs at time t
COPEX (t) = operational costs at time t
COUT (t) = outage costs at time t
Capital costs include investments and funding, operational costs, losses, maintenance, fault repair, and other operational activities, and outage costs cover the direct or indirect expenses
caused by nondelivered energy and power. These factors differ between countries and are assessed for instance by regulatory models. The question is: how does LVDC contribute to these
factors?
As depicted in Figure 2.3, the investments are the greatest cost component during the lifetime of
the network investment. It should be noted that there is no such cost information currently available that could be used to reliably determine the costs, as the requirements for the converters
should be defined first. Some e/kW estimates (e.g. e150/kW) can be drawn for instance from
solar inverters, but in the case of inverters, it is necessary to estimate other cost components,
such as filtering and cost of galvanic isolation, that is, either the transformer or the isolating
DC/DC converter, and most importantly, the need to supply short-circuit currents. Therefore,
direct cost estimates from the industry should be used with reasonable consideration. Similarly,
price projections for the future should be applied with caution as the inverter as a whole includes not only power electronics, the costs of which can be expected to decrease, but also raw
materials, the costs of which are quite stable or even increasing.
The lifetime of converters is somewhat vague as long-term experiences of such an application
are lacking. In (Chung, H.S et al., 2016), the estimates range from 5 to 30 years in different
applications, whereas in (Woodhouse et al., 2016), an estimate of 15 years has been used for
the solar inverters in 2015. The inverters will not last for the whole utilization time of the
network investment, and it is reasonable to assume 10–20 years for the renewal interval in the
potentiality analyses. Thus, renewals have to be taken into account as the utilization time of a
network investment ranges up to 40 years and more. In the economic analyses, it is necessary
to take into account the interest rate and the time value of money. The present value for the
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investments occurring in the future can be calculated by

PV =

1
p t ,
(1 + 100
)

(5.2)

where p is the interest rate and t the year of observation (Lakervi and Partanen, 2008).
Other main impacts of the LVDC utilization are the increased losses and the need for maintenance and fault repair as the more complex equipment does not match the bulk components
used in AC distribution. Therefore, it is necessary to have an assumption on the reliability of
the converters and costs of fault repairing and maintenance activities in the company. The costs
of losses for the observation period can be calculated by multiplying the present-day values by
ψt − 1
,
ψ−1

(5.3)

r 2
(1 + 100
)
,
p
1 + 100

(5.4)

κ=ψ·

where

ψ=

where r is the annual load growth rate and p is the interest rate (Lakervi and Partanen, 2008).
With LVDC, the outage costs should decrease compared with AC distribution as the DC network
constitutes a protection area of its own. The customer-experienced outages can also be affected
by the design, as discussed in Section 4.3.4. On the other hand, there is a risk of immature
technology, the long-term experiences of which are limited in a real utilization environment.
The outage costs depend on the automation penetration, characteristics of the feeder, and naturally, valuation of the outages. Thus, the advantage gained by the more reliable supply is quite
uncertain.
An example study of a Finnish case, including a description of the calculation methodology, is
given in (Karppanen et al., 2017). It can be seen that the main factor determining the competitiveness is the capital costs. The main question is thus: does the lower-cost network investment
(MV vs. LV) cover the costs of power electronics during the utilization time? The main CAPEX
cost components are listed for the converters in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Main investment cost components in converters.
Rectifier
Substation
Front-end transformer (MV/LV)
Capacitance
Rectifier(s)
Filtering
Protection (AC & DC)
Cooling/Heating

Inverter
Cabinet
Galvanic isolation (converter/transformer)
Capacitance
Inverter module (power stage)
Filtering
Protection (DC & AC)
Cooling/Heating

The division could be split into smaller items, especially for the power electronics. However,
as the converters are not in the main scope of this work, such splitting is not done. In addition,
measurements, communications, and earthing for the substations should be added to the more
accurate cost estimates. For the DC network, the division is simpler. The main capital costs
are due to the cables and/or overhead lines including poles and cabinets for branching plus
the required accessories such as joints, extensions, and connectors. The main operational cost
components are listed in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Main operational cost components in LVDC.
Cost component
Transformer no-load and load losses
Power stage switching and conduction losses
Filtering losses
Network losses
Auxiliary device losses
Operation&Maintenance*
*Operation&Maintenance include multiple factors; e.g. fan, converter, and ICT replacements as well as
running costs such as the upkeep of communication, software, and information systems.

In the outage cost evaluation, the main advantage is the opportunity to avoid the outage costs
for a feeder (or network part behind a recloser) that occur within the LVDC network. A simple
assumption can be for instance that outage costs are dependent on the MV kilometer for which
the fault rate is known (times a year per kilometer), and if the LVDC network replaces 5 km of
MV line, savings are obtained for that part. Therefore, it is necessary to know the outage costs
for a particular area under study. An example of the outage cost calculation in a Finnish case is
given in (Haakana, 2013).

5.3

Summary

In this chapter, the problematic of assessing the role of a complex novel technological solution
as part of the long-term network business was addressed. In the network development there
are multiple factors that have an impact on the companies’ strategies. Furthermore, the fact
that the companies are operating in different countries makes the business environments very
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different between the DSOs, and similarly, the challenges are different. Considering the overall framework for the DSOs’ operation and present challenges, it is highly dependent on the
case whether LVDC can be deemed an applicable solution in the network development. In the
consideration, it is necessary to determine what the key factors are, in general, that make an
investment profitable for a DSO.
A special feature in the use of LVDC systems as part of the electricity distribution is the need
to consider a wide range of characteristics in the system design. The challenge is that DSOs
cannot evaluate the potential of such a technology that does not exist in practice yet, and for
the emergence of the technology there would have to be drivers and knowledge on what kind of
products would be needed. As a possible solution, the use of a systems engineering approach
and a V-model was proposed to link the manufacturers and customers (DSOs) together at the
very beginning of the assessment and adoption process. The V-model ranges from requirement
definition to the end of the utilization cycle and is particularly useful for a complex systems,
such as LVDC.
So far, the work has presented the use cases for the LVDC, the advantages that it could provide
for the electricity distribution, aspects related to different operating environments, as well as
technical alternatives in the implementation of LVDC systems. In this chapter, the distribution
business and economic evaluation of LVDC systems were addressed, and finally, a simplified
process was presented that summarizes the main phases and their content in the review of the
role of LVDC in the network development. The main outcome of this chapter is the description
of how the LVDC appears from the perspective of distribution business and strategic development of distribution networks.
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In this chapter the information presented in the work is utilized in three case examples, which
are Finland, Africa and Russia. Over the course of the LVDC research, owing to the author’s
background, the Finnish operating environment has been the main focus area of interest. In
addition, it is challenging to study different operating areas in detail as actual data are publicly
available only to a limited extent. Therefore, as to the three selected cases, the case Finland is
given the most comprehensive treatment, whereas the other two cases are approached on a more
general level.

6.1

Case: Finland

In Finland, the main challenges (triggers in Figure 5.6) that promote the use of LVDC are the
needs to renovate the networks to be weatherproof and maintain reasonable transmission fees to
the customers. In rural areas there are network sections where the loads are moderate, suitable
for LVDC distribution, and probably even decreasing in the future. Practically, the majority of
suitable branches can be found in the range of 50–150 kW of peak power, in this case being
at the rectifying substation. DSOs operating in challenging network areas have pressure to
increase the transmission fees because of renovation needs, which has also raised public interest
and discussion. Despite the fact that the regulatory model applied in Finland makes it possible
to generate allowed profit to cover the investments and raise the transmission fees, there are
incentives to keep the fees at a tolerable level. The around 80 Finnish DSOs are operating in
urban and rural areas with a large variation in the number of customers and distribution areas,
and there are different ownership structures and strategies in the companies.
LVDC, by nature, seems promising especially for rural areas as it could be used in problematic
areas where there are long branch line sections with few customers. In addition to the costeffective renovation, LVDC can bring advantages in maintaining the voltage quality in weakest
parts of the network. An example of a distribution area (not an actual one) with one primary
substation is presented in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Example of a distribution area with one primary substation (black square). In general, the
circled network sections are worth paying attention to from the perspective of LVDC. Potential branches
range typically from a few to around 20 km.

In Finland, the challenging earthing conditions require that an earth-isolated (IT) DC network
is used. This can be seen from Figure 4.11, in which the usable voltage range is very limited. In
the IT network, galvanically isolating inverters and insulation monitoring in the DC network are
needed. The use of galvanic isolation and an IT earthing scheme is also included in the national
standard (SFS, 2017b). Finland is a good example where a particular technical property, in this
case the IT earthing scheme, is evident being also defined accordingly in the standardization.
Typical Finnish residential customers mainly have 25 A main fuses. There are also main fuses
of 35 A, and certain agricultural consumption points have 63 A. All the customers except for a
few old connection points have a three-phase supply. Customer-end installations are protected
by circuit breakers or fuses, and therefore, it is necessary to feed short-circuit currents according
to the example provided in Section 4.2.1. The same standard (SFS, 2017b) also recommends
to provide short-circuit current of 250 A to the customers. These factors dictate the need for
three-phase power supply and the power of the customer-specific inverter that was discussed in
detail in Section 4.1.2.
The rural areas include sparsely populated areas with few customers but also holiday homes, often meaning multiple customers with low annual energy consumption close to each other. Thus,
both the Full-DC and Link-Type solutions (see Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5) could be considered,
even within a single DSO’s supply area. The general objective is to find network parts with as
few customers as possible per replaced MV network, or, more specifically, as few inverters as
possible. Some of the customers can be fed with a single unit, which is advantageous from the
economics point of view.

6.1 Case: Finland
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Both the unipolar and bipolar network structures are suitable, and their feasibility is dependent
on the supply area and characteristics of the branch lines. As the Finnish case involves feeding
of the short-circuit currents to the customer, it increases the costs of the inverters. This, again,
requires that there is a certain length of MV network that can be replaced in order for LVDC to
be profitable. The transmission distance, in turn, involves transmission capacity, and the suitable
branches range from some kilometers to even more than 20 km. Therefore, it is necessary to aim
at the highest voltages within the LV range both in the unipolar and bipolar cases. The earthing
does not require limiting of the voltage level as would be the case with an earthed network. One
aspect to consider is the uniformity, meaning that for the simplicity and widespread applicability
it is advantageous to strive for a solution that can be applied in all of the cases; for example,
one voltage level and a unipolar or bipolar network with some alternatives in terms of nominal
power of the inverters rather than a mix of all.
The investment costs are the dominating cost component, as can be seen in Figure 2.3. The
first impression of the economic potential of LVDC can therefore be obtained by analyzing the
difference between the LV and MV network costs even without more detailed design and network planning. The prices used here are listed by the Finnish Energy Authority (Energiavirasto,
2015) and applied in the regulation, and they resemble the average cost of a particular investment among the Finnish DSOs. For instance for the 70 mm2 cable, the prices are 24300 e/km
for the MV cable and 10900 e/km for the LV cable, giving 13400 e/km for the difference
(Energiavirasto, 2015) for the same LV and MV diameters. For the typical underground cable
diameters, the factor of around half (0.45–0.57) applies between LV and MV prices (Energiavirasto, 2015).
If we assume the inverter price to be 150 e/kW, the price of a 17 kW inverter would be e2550,
but with the short-circuit power of 37 kW, the price would be e5550, without galvanic isolation. This would add another e3400 if a 16 kVA transformer was used, totaling e8950 for the
CEI with the galvanic isolation implemented by a transformer. The transformer price is rough
assumption, as it is for a 20/0.4 kV one. Another solution would be to increase the cost of the
inverter to also include the DC/DC converter. For that, the cost estimate of the DC/DC converter would have to be known. A slightly pessimistic assumption of doubling the inverter cost
could be used here as long as better estimates are available. The price for the inverter capable
of providing short-circuit supply was also directly multiplied as if the inverter was rated for a
constant power, which is not necessarily the case as the allowed duration is 5 s at the maximum.
In addition, the rectifying substation has to be acquired. For that, the substation cost would be
e8600 and the transformer cost around e7700, assuming for instance a 100 kVA unit with two
secondary windings. The cost of a two-tier transformer is not given in (Energiavirasto, 2015)
for a particular nominal rating, and thus, if a factor of 1.7 is used similarly as in (Karppanen
et al., 2017), the cost will be e7700. For the rectifier(s), if we assume 100 e/kVA, this gives us
e10000 for the same 100 kVA and in total, e26300 for the rectifier without any accessories or
protection devices. In AC distribution, assuming renovation to an underground network, there
would also be substations, for which the cost of the cabinet is also e8600, and for instance for
a 50 kVA transformer, the listed price is e3700, totaling e12300 (Energiavirasto, 2015).
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If we consider a 20-year lifetime for the converters, the factor will be 1.5 for multiplying the
investments for the 40-year utilization time with the 5% interest rate to get the present value
according to Equation (5.2). For instance for a 100 kVA rectifier, this will result in investment
costs of e31300 and for an inverter around e11700 during their lifetimes. Assuming for instance a renovation case with three 50 kVA substations with three customers each, the value of
the secondary substations in the AC case would be e36900. For that case, with the presented
examples, the cost of the converters would be around e137000 in total. For the LVDC to become profitable, the saving in the network would have to be around e100000. This means that
in the Full-DC case there cannot be many customers per replaced MV kilometer. It should be
noted that many assumptions were made and the result should be regarded as an example (that
considered only the investment costs).
If the customers are located so that three inverters (Link-Type) could be used to replace the AC
secondary substations, the result is around e102000 (substations and 50 kVA galvanic isolation
transformers now included for the inverters). In both Full-DC and Link-Type cases it was assumed that the converters can be replaced while leaving the cabinets and transformers intact.
It should be noted that the results are sensitive especially to the number of customers and the
number of inverters/substations. These examples were based on simplifications (which are still
needed as readily available prices do not exist) and partially quite pessimistic values for the assumptions, and they considered only the investment costs. As it can be noticed from (Karppanen
et al., 2017), the investments are nevertheless dominating. Thus, the main cost components for
AC are the cost of the secondary substations, LVAC networks, and MVAC network. For the DC,
in turn, the cost components are the cost of the LVDC network, the cost of the inverters, and the
cost of the rectifying substation. A more detailed description of the calculation methodology
that takes into account the network dimensioning and other cost components (losses, O&M and
outages) is given in (Karppanen et al., 2015a) and (Karppanen et al., 2017).
In the analysis presented in (Karppanen et al., 2017), both Full-DC and Link-Type solutions
were used. The study is from a single primary substation area and cannot thus be used to reflect
the situation within the whole distribution area. If simplified exercises based on the investment
costs suggest that there could be potential for LVDC also on a larger scale and in different parts
of the network, how can we evaluate whether the whole network achieves the minimization
function of Equation (5.1)? It is a laborious task to perform the network dimensioning and the
loss cost calculation similarly throughout the whole network for the whole utilization period.
One possible approach for the task simplification has been presented in (Lassila et al., 2009) and
in (Partanen et al., 2010) based on classification of the branches and finding the representative
ones, for which the total costs are calculated in detail. The supply area is then evaluated by
utilizing the results of the representative networks. It does not, however, suffice to calculate the
direct expenses to capture the exact effect of LVDC utilization on the company. The regulatory
model used in Finland (and also in many other countries with characteristics of their own)
has its impact on how the investments would appear in the company’s operation in the long
term. An example study is presented in (Tani, 2017). Without going into details, it should be
noted that also the companies’ owners have an influence on the expected profits and the way
how the investments are evaluated and the networks developed. Therefore, for instance the
cost minimization function (5.1) might not be the target in the operation but rather the profit
maximization, presented in (Haakana, 2013).

6.2 Case: Africa

6.2
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Case: Africa

In this study, Africa is used as an example case, but similar examples could also be found in
Southeast Asia. The electrification rate in Africa varies considerably between the countries, and
there are significant differences between rural and urban areas in access to electricity. Figure 6.2
illustrates the firms’ and households’ access to reliable electricity.

Figure 6.2: Firms’ and households’ access to reliable electricity (Blimpo and Cosgrove-Davies, 2019).

In Africa, the problem of lacking access to electricity is partly due to people’s unwillingness
to pay, and thus, even though the connection would be provided, the DSOs cannot cover their
expenses because the consumption remains low. In Africa, the societal impacts of electrification are large: by providing electricity, problems related to rapid urbanization and population
growth in overcrowded cities could be mitigated and the productivity and quality of life could be
improved where it is most beneficial. On the other hand, low-income people living in communities (villages) tend to favor small solar house systems (SHS) or minigrids instead of connection
to the existing network. In addition, there are multiple actors offering off-grid solutions, such
as pay-as-you-go systems, and therefore, the development process towards increased access to
electricity is not coordinated. Figure 6.3 depicts ways to get out of the situation (Blimpo and
Cosgrove-Davies, 2019).
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Figure 6.3: Increasing access to electricity—relevant bodies and actions (Blimpo and Cosgrove-Davies,
2019).

What could be the opportunities of LVDC in remedying the situation? The primary objective
is to provide affordable access to electricity, in addition to which private companies investing
in the area are needed. Currently, the MV network uses 11 and 33 kV voltages, and it might be
too expensive for the people to connect to the grid even though the line existed in the vicinity.
Hence, cheaper solutions are needed. Depending on the cost levels, LVDC could be used in
grid expansion cases to keep the building costs lower than is the case with MVAC.
In the areas where the people’s present need for electricity is close to none or limited to lighting
and some other primary functions like radios and portable devices, such as cell phones, the loads
are moderate at the beginning and limited generally to what the SHSs are capable of providing.
Although the loads may first be very moderate, it is beneficial to consider load growth caused by
cooking, cooling, and other primary needs that arise as a result of increasing living standards.
In this case, the expectations of supply security are limited to a certain number of hours during
which electricity is available, including possible prioritization of loads. On the other hand, in
(Blimpo and Cosgrove-Davies, 2019), it was also stated that the expectations of supply security
are high as soon as electricity is provided which emphasizes the need to respond not only to the
present demand.
In these cases, the electrical safety could also be based on safe system structures and voltages
rather than the need to supply short-circuit currents. If the voltages are below 120 V DC or 50 V
AC, there is no requirement for instant disconnection due to a fault, at least according to IEC
norms. The systems can also be earthed with such low voltage levels. The question is: how can
the standardization and safety of the installations be guaranteed both in public networks and
in-house installations at present?

6.3 Case: Russia
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The main question regarding the inverters (or converters) in addition to the power demand is:
what kinds of voltage outputs are needed as the SHSs, for instance, often have both AC and
DC outputs? From the system’s perspective, the question is: how much transmission capacity is
needed in the actual DC network? Bipolar networks would enable the use of lower-voltage-rated
converters and reduce the costs, assuming for instance that the DC voltages such as ±350V or
±400V could be used in the DC network. In the electricity access case, preparation for the
load growth is advantageous, and if the networks have the sufficient capacity installed in the
first place, the converters could be upgraded if such a need emerged. In (Demidov et al., 2019),
the voltage levels were evaluated for three stand-alone microgrids in Namibia. In (Demidov,
2018), the specialty that affected the technical implementation of the network was the inclusion of wireless communication simultaneously with access to electricity. This highlights the
importance of recognizing the challenges and needs of the operating environment as part of the
process of reviewing the possibilities of LVDC.

6.3

Case: Russia

In Russia, the triggers for the LVDC assessment can be found from the network renovation of
aged infrastructures and improvement of the power quality, as discussed previously in Section
3.1. In addition, there are 10–15 million people in the northern and far eastern areas of Russia,
living outside the unified energy system, and in these ”settlements” the electricity is mainly produced locally by fossil fuels and diesel generators (Lombardi et al., 2016). Figure 6.4 illustrates
the location and size of the remote settlements that are not part of the unified energy system.

Figure 6.4: Remote settlements (circled areas) in Russia (Lombardi et al., 2018).

The price of generated electricity can be as high as 1 e/kWh within these areas (Lombardi et al.,
2018). According to (Lombardi et al., 2016), the Russian Government provides that the power
generation should be renewed from fossil fuels towards RES-based solutions in the isolated
areas by 2030. This is one of the examples of the previously discussed ”national objectives”
that define how the networks and/or power systems should be developed and that can have
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a significant impact on the DSOs. In this case, however, the number of affected companies
is limited compared with the total number of distribution companies. The drivers instead are
present.
The main advantages that the LVDC networks could provide are the techno-economic renewal
of the electricity distribution system, improvement in the voltage quality, and in the remote areas, formation of microgrids in a similar manner as in the case of providing access to electricity.
The potential of RES in powering of remote areas has been studied for instance in (Gavrikova
et al., 2019) and (Lombardi et al., 2016). According to the results, despite the rural location,
there could be opportunities for RES-based power systems, even when energy storages were
included. Although the proportion of consumed electrical energy can be considered negligible
compared with the consumption within the unified energy system (UES), the number of such
cases can become attractive from the perspective of LVDC.
An economic feasibility study related especially to the utilization of LVDC in remote settlements is provided in (Bolshakov, 2016). According to the study, there are more than 10000
settlements in Russia having fewer than 50 residents per settlement. If the settlements are located so that parts of the MV network can be replaced by LVDC, it could be a feasible target.
This should be the case, as the settlement networks in (Bolshakov, 2016) were 10 kV and 0.4 kV
networks, with the customer peak loads around 4 kW. If also the customers are located in dense
groups, it is also possible to consider a Link-Type solution with smaller investment costs. It can
be concluded that based on the present situation in Russia, there could be LVDC targets both for
isolated and nonisolated network solutions, and it would be advantageous to review the LVDC
options in more detail.
In Russia, the national standards (GOST) traditionally have followed the respective IEC standardization with some national amendments. If that is the case today also with voltage level
definitions, network structures, and selection of the earthing system, these could be selected
freely according to the application-specific needs rather than legislative boundaries. In Russia
there are both single-phase and three-phase customers, and therefore, it would be necessary to
have both inverter variants available. Further, transmission capacity is needed as the 10 kV MV
network would be replaced, and therefore, the use of the maximum voltage in the bipolar or
unipolar network would be a justifiable point to start with the analyses. Moreover, as a result
of the high voltage level, it is suggested to use the earth-isolated scheme to ensure the electrical
safety in public distribution. This is also due to the widely used overhead lines, which are more
vulnerable and risky than underground cabling.
As to moderate residential loads, which are advantageous to the converter dimensioning, the
protection used in the households has an adverse impact on the economic competitiveness of
LVDC. If the protection is based for instance on fuses, it could lead to the need for overdimensioning of the inverters, having an adverse effect on the costs. If for instance the customer peak
load of 4 kW is considered, the possible need to feed multiples of that in terms of short-circuit
power would be very unfavorable.
In remote areas with harsh environmental conditions, the reliability and robustness of the electricity distribution is greatly emphasized to ensure serviceability and person safety. Faulted de-
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vices cannot necessarily be easily replaced, and the use, maintenance, and repair of the LVDC
system require special expertise. Therefore, it is very important to determine the environmental factors and serviceability in the converter design. Russia is a vast country, and thus, the
requirements have to be acknowledged regionally.
From the LVDC utilization point of view, the main advantages in Russia are the large number of
remote settlements, long transmission distances, the need for renovation of the aging networks,
partially similar standardization to the IEC, and possibly increasing drivers to utilize resources
locally. Worth noticing is the moderate power demand and protection arrangements, both tilting
the most important cost component, namely the inverter investments, in opposite directions.

6.4

Discussion

In this work, case examples were used to demonstrate the developed approach. The purpose
was not to go through the whole LVDC assessment process in detail to get a definite result
for a particular DSO as that would require a lot of local data, including information from the
company. Instead, the objective was to develop a framework through which the process can
be performed and point out the key factors in different environments. In the work, the key
factors that affect the potential were highlighted and their importance in different scenarios
was explained. Relevant information for the overall process of determining the challenges,
opportunities of LVDC in solving them, selection of system properties, and guidelines to assess
the potential were provided in the work. It can be concluded that the process and the related
information are widely applicable regardless of the operating environment as soon as local
knowledge is available and the factors can be evaluated appropriately to reflect their actual
emphasis in different operating environments.
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The electricity distribution sector is facing major development needs and challenges globally.
Societies are becoming more and more electricity dependent, loads are changing, and there is an
increasing amount of variability in the system. Agreements on mitigating the effects of climate
change, ambitious renovation and electrification objectives, and ensuring the competitiveness
and affordability are pressing issues. There is an increasing need for flexibility to maintain a
balance in the system and utilize the capacities effectively and flexibly. Not only is the transmission system concerned but the activities are increasingly important at the distribution level.
In this transition, distribution networks are becoming a platform that is both serving and produced by multiple actors and different functionalities. One of the most important questions is:
what are the socio-economically feasible solutions that meet the needs of people and societies
in the coming decades? The question is very topical as investments in building and renovating the networks are significant, while historical changes are taking place in the distribution
environments.
One currently novel approach is the use of LVDC in public electricity distribution. LVDC
has become a viable alternative, enabled by the technological advancements together with the
decreasing cost of the electronics. The approach is boosted by the need to seek increased versatility. The main advantages compared with AC distribution are the obtainable cost savings,
increased transmission capacity in the low voltage network, improved quality of supply, and
controllability and monitoring capabilities. LVDC is a versatile platform suitable for public
electricity distribution and electrification of remote areas. LVDC distribution is thus a promising alternative that can challenge the dominance of sole low voltage AC distribution in the
techno-economic sense while contributing to the need for flexibility and controllability in the
electricity distribution.
The LVDC distribution has been proven to have the potential in different applications in many
countries, but its utilization is not yet straightforward in public distribution. LVDC is not an
answer to all of the cases and challenges, and therefore, it is not a direct replacement for the AC
distribution either. The system is more complex than the LVAC distribution, and even though
the use of DC itself is possible and there are achievable benefits, the practices ranging from
planning to operation and maintenance are still lacking. If we consider an AC investment, the
framework is ready for the whole utilization period, whereas in the LVDC case such a maturity
level has not yet been reached. This cannot be reached without the emerging demand, which
requires that the advantages are acknowledged by the DSOs.
In this work, it was studied how the feasibility estimation can be approached and how the applicable technical solutions for different operating environments can be determined. In this
context, the main shortcomings and aspects of immaturity were demonstrated. The main objective of the work was to support the strategic decision-making considering the use of LVDC,
that is, the main emphasis was on the DSO’s perspective. In the work, the key factors within
the LVDC concept, operating environment and their interrelations were identified and a process
was developed for analyzing the properties and role of LVDC. The work does not give absolute
answers to what technical details should be used or what the economic benefits are in a specific
case, but it provides guidelines for recognizing the key factors and assess the potential in dif-
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ferent operating environments. For the assessment, many kinds of expertise are needed ranging
from the knowledge about the local operating environment to the power electronics design. Because of the complexity and novelty of the LVDC distribution, it is advantageous to approach
the task by adopting a systems engineering perspective.

7.1

Key results

The main objective of the work was to develop a framework of how a DSO could estimate the
strategic role of LVDC in the long-term network development. The two research questions were
(1) to determine in which cases LVDC is a viable solution for the electricity distribution and
(2) how applicable technical structures can be determined. To be able to answer the research
questions, the main research tasks were to identify the key factors that affect the potential in
the concept itself within the operating environment and determine the key factors affecting the
applicable technical solutions in different cases. As part of the factor recognition, the main task
was to determine their mutual correlations.
The general answer to the research question (1) is that LVDC can be a feasible solution in cases
where it removes the need to build or reinforce the existing network and, primarily, the MV network. The prerequisite for the utilization is that the capacity (voltage level used) is not limited
by regulation or safety aspects to a level that significantly reduces the capacity. Furthermore,
the customer density together with the practices used in the protection of customer installations
dictates the costs of the inverters, which should be less than the cost benefits gained by using LV
components instead of MV ones. The research question (2) is more multifaceted and is therefore answered in more detail by the key findings. The general answer to the research question
(2) is that the technical structures depend on the needs coming from the DSO’s distribution area
taking into account the local boundaries set by the regulations.
The key findings of the work can be summarized as follows:
• LVDC distribution can be used in various different operating environments, but the absolute potential and feasible solutions depend on different factors within the case area. Such
are regulations, business aspects, technical and safety perspectives, existing installations,
and area-specific development needs and other major challenges within the specific operating area. No single solution is globally optimal. The feasibility depends on how the
LVDC could benefit the network development now and in the foreseeable future, how the
investments are evaluated, what the objective of the business is (maximizing the profits
vs. minimizing the tariffs), and what the technical solutions are that would be beneficial
and could be used. Characteristic of these factors is their sensitivity to the regulatory
environment and interconnection to the societal history and future development.
• Within the concept itself, the main affecting factors are the cost of converters, and more
specifically, the cost of inverters. The inverter costs mainly depend on the dimensioning
of the unit itself, the voltage levels used, and safety. The use of a higher voltage level
requires higher-voltage-rated power electronics or multilevel structures, thereby affecting
the costs. A lower voltage level, on the other hand, reduces the transmission capacity
and possibilities to replace existing MV branches, that is, the application potential is
decreased. The protection requirements, especially for the customer-end protection, have
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a significant impact on the costs of the inverters. If the protection requires feeding of
short-circuit currents, it directly affects dimensioning and thereby the costs. Costs are
also dependent on whether a single customer vs. a group of customers can be fed by a
single inverter.
• Within the operating environment, the regulations set boundaries within which the system
can be designed. Definitions regarding the low voltage range or earthing systems directly
affect the potential of the LVDC. Any regulations leading to transmission capacity limitations have an adverse effect on the potential. An example of this can be for instance the
maximum voltage limitation between the conductor and the earth or restrictions regarding
the use of an earth-isolated scheme.
• The applicable and feasible voltage level is also dependent on the earthing system and
electrical safety requirements. Basically, all the earthing systems can also be used in
LVDC systems, but increasing the voltage level increases touch voltages in earthed systems. Therefore, if an earthed system is used, the capacity may be limited because of
the safety issues that call for a lower voltage level. An option is to use an earth-isolated
system to overcome the safety issues related to the use of a higher voltage level. Providing the galvanic isolation produces costs and affects the dimensioning of the converters
and the network, which is emphasized in the case when short-circuit currents must be
produced to trip the customer-end protection devices.
• The structure of the network and the customer load behavior are of high importance, the
latter having a direct impact on the inverter costs, which is essential in terms of LVDC
competitiveness. Technical performance, distances in the existing network, and location
of the customers determine what kinds of LVDC networks can be designed in practice,
what are the typical examples that represent the area, and thus, how many potential targets
there are within the distribution network supply area. On the other hand, this also depends
on the network development and renovation strategies, in other words, how the existing
network (including the medium voltage network) develops in the future. This naturally
depends on the needs and trends in society.
• The applicability of the existing low voltage components is one practical issue that affects
the costs and opportunities for a transition towards LVDC systems. This includes both
the utilization of the existing lines and the possibility to use the same components that are
already in use either in AC distribution or DC application and usable for LVDC distribution. In the most straightforward case, the lines and cables already in use together with
the related accessories can also be used for DC installations without a need for tailoring,
R&D, and testing.
• Societies’ needs, national development strategies, agreed targets, present challenges, and
expected high-impact transitions have an effect on how much potential there is and how
it develops in the future. For instance, voltage quality issues, renovation of supply in
remote sites, large-scale cabling, development of customer loads, urbanization, and the
lack of capacity define how LVDC could be used to respond to the present and coming
needs, and what the economic competitiveness is now and how it develops in the future
with the projected trends.
• The key factors have to be identified in the process of finding the possible use cases and
estimation of the potential. It is crucial to recognize what the importance of the factors is
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in different distribution areas, that is, which are valid, nonvalid, high-importance, or lowimportance ones that can be overcome and ones that cannot. By introducing the different
factors and their relationships the work provides guidelines for determining the crucial
ones and also selecting the feasible technical solutions among the possible alternatives.
• The business environment, regulation, strategy of the company, cost levels of different
network components, operation & maintenance, and financing have a significant effect on
the potential. These differ greatly between countries and different DSOs. The work provides guidelines to determine the possible use cases and evaluate the viability of LVDC.
The potential targets are the ones in which the use of LVDC removes the need to build new
MV lines or reinforce the network. Additional advantages can be obtained through capabilities that enable more detailed monitoring and control of the network, implementation
of energy storages and local generation, improvement of operation and maintenance, and
reducing outages. However, the monetary evaluation of these factors is difficult as some
of the advantages can be assessed only after reification. In other words, at present, the
LVDC system is capable of providing some functionalities that are not directly utilizable
and therefore, its value cannot be reliably evaluated.
• Considering the nature of distribution business and network development together with
a complex, novel technological solution, a wide range of expertise is needed in the successful advancement of LVDC from planning to utilization. In other words, there are
several risks owing to which the experiences can be undesirable, especially at this point
of maturity. In the work, it was highlighted how the different aspects from the operating environment to the technical selections are interconnected and why it is important to
approach the issue by taking into account various factors simultaneously.
• From the societal and socio-economic perspective, the main finding is that the review
of the opportunities of LVDC is beneficial as it can provide a cost-efficient method for
developing the networks and contribute positively to the achievement of the required flexibility. As part of the review, it is very important to recognize the key factors within the
operating environment and perform analyses of which kinds of technical solutions would
be applicable. Referring to the socio-economic perspective, it is also pivotal to recognize
if there are such factors that could be addressed and reconsidered especially from the
LVDC utilization point of view.
The main contributions are based on the key findings and are as follows:
• Guidelines to recognize what makes a use case and how to detect the existence and emergence of such cases as part of the societal and subsequent network development
• Identification of the key factors both in the operating environment and the LVDC concept
that have the greatest impact on the applicability and potential of LVDC
• Analysis of the technical alternatives, their characteristics, mutual correlations, and feasibility in different operating environments
• Process to analyze the possible system properties, select the feasible ones among them,
and to evaluate the opportunities and role of LVDC in the long-term network development.

7.2 Future work
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• Utilization of a system-level approach and systems engineering in analyzing technological solutions in the distribution network environment
The results of this work can be used by the DSOs to identify the opportunities of using LVDC
in electricity distribution. The results can also be used to determine any existing obstacles or
factors that have a high impact on the potential but somehow restrict the use of LVDC, which
otherwise would seem profitable. This serves the bodies in the definition of regulations, laws,
and standards, both nationally and internationally. Recognition of the opportunities of LVDC
can have a major impact on the readiness to tackle the coming challenges and provide the
required flexibility and advanced services. Therefore, the results of this work offer tools for
the strategic development of the network from the perspective of an alternative technological
solution.

7.2

Future work

The work is related to a novel technological solution, which has proven to have the potential in
industrial use. At present, there are some advancements from research to practice and even commercial utilization, but no single DSO considers and invests in LVDC as a routine solution for
supplying residential customers. This is understandable because of the nature of the distribution
business. What is still needed to enable the more widespread utilization is the development of
standards, commercial products, tools for planning, case studies, and training. Demand is also
needed for the products, but before this, it is necessary that the requirements for the products
are clear. These requirements are different depending on where LVDC is used. For an LVDC
investment, it has to be possible that it is assessed and can be put into practice similarly to any
other network investment without a consecutive piloting notion. Owing to the novelty of LVDC,
there will be many practical issues in different cases that have to be solved individually. In the
course of the research, it has been found that only the practical implementation and assessment
according to the valid requirements will reveal the specific issues in detail. There is a need for
optimization and research & development within many related topics, such as control, network
planning, ICT, EMI, converter design, and components, and most importantly, there is a need
to manage the whole process of utilization. In other words, systems engineering is crucial for
the optimal result. Vice versa, the risk of getting negative experiences is high. From the perspective of this work, the immaturity aspects are important (but not fundamental) because they
can have an influence on the competitiveness. The main point, instead, is that the concept has
been proven to work and can therefore be a true supplementary technology for the long-term
network development.
The objective of the work was to develop a framework so that the DSOs could have an insight
into whether the LVDC technology could be used in the future distribution. In that sense, this
doctoral dissertation is an initiative for the future work that applies and also supplements the
presented framework with the local knowledge and details. Especially the aspects related to
the operating environment are based on the expertise of the locals, and therefore, the cases and
examples presented in this work are not and cannot be comprehensive. Instead, by using the
findings of the work, it is possible to recognize the key factors within the LVDC concept and
operating environment to be able to proceed to the details. What still remains to be done is
the exact assessment of the potential in different cases with accurate data that often are obtain-
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able only by local parties involved in the operation. That work, however, is often part of the
companies’ internal activities.
In the course of writing, the following questions were recognized to be pivotal from the perspective of network development and the potential of LVDC distribution, and could be topics of
future work:
• Transition to DC: How is it done over time as part of network development after the strategic decision has been made? What are the first targets and schedule for the investments?
How does the use of LVDC affect the overall network development?
• Opportunities of MVDC: Does it have the potential, and if yes, what kinds of mutual
impacts would there be between the utilization of MVDC and LVDC?
• Use of DC in buildings and its effect on the potential of LVDC: If DC were used in
buildings, solely or together with AC, how would that change the competitiveness of
LVDC?
• Self-sufficient (partially or completely) communities and microgrids: What are the possible mutual impacts of microgrids and LVDC, considering especially those parts of the
rural networks that are challenging, for instance long lateral aerial lines with only a few
customers, network parts having customers with only occasional consumption, and targets vulnerable to environmental conditions?
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